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Investigations into several, often polycyclic, intermediates are described. The

nature of these intermediates, whether electronically aromatic, delocalized, or localized;

trishomocyclopropenium or bishomo square pyramidal; radical, cation, or singlet or

triplet carbene; reflects the diversity of organic chemical reactions.

Solvolyses of exo-and endo-4-deltacyclyl brosylates and exo-5-isodeltacyclyl

brosylate had been observed to give products suggesting multiple intermediates along the

reaction pathway. The cations of these molecules were examined computationally, and it

was revealed that non-classical deltacyclyl cation is about 13.3 kcal/mol more stable than

classical deltacyclyl cation and 9.8 kcal/mol more stable than isodeltacyclyl cation at the

BPW9 1/6-311 +g(3df ,2p)/IBP W9 1/6-31 g(d) level.

Structural, energetic, and magnetic criteria calculations, based on B3LYP/6-

31g(d) optimized geometries, were conducted on a series of tricyclopropenium and

bishomo square pyramidal cation and carbene intermediates. These calculations revealed

that some singlet carbene intermediates can mirror the homoaromatic qualities of their

cation cousins. Specifically, the criteria examined revealed that trishomocyclopro-

penium singlet carbenes centered at the 8-position of tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane and the 9-

position of pentacyclo[4.3 .0.02'4.03'8.05'7]nonane are clearly homoaromatic in nature.

Redacted for privacy



However, the trishomocyclopropenium singlet carbene centered at the 6-position of

tricyclo[3.1.1.O2'41heptane is not homoaromatic, while the bishomo square pyramidal

carbene also centered at the 6-position of tricyclo{3. 1.1 .02'4llheptane is homoaromatic.

Analysis of the photochiorination products from a series of fused cyclopropyl-

norbornane ring systems revealed that the ability of the bridgehead carbon to adopt a

preferred bisected geometry does not affect the rate at which a hydrogen is abstracted

from that position. However, the orientation of the cyclopropane ring relative to the

bridgehead, and the relative stability of the formed radicals does correlate with the rate at

which a hydrogen is abstracted from the bridgehead. In addition, a hydrogen atom at the

anti-C8 position of endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane was revealed to be abstracted about

15.5 times more often than a hydrogen atom at the C7-position of norbomane.

Formation of a radical cation-radical anion exciplex intermediate in the photolysis

of N,N-dimethylaniline in the presence of ortho-dichlorobenzene was confirmed by

Stern-Volmer analysis. However, this exciplex cannot be formed by similar photolyses

of phenothiazine, 1 ,4-dimethoxynaphthalene, or aminopyrazine.
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DELOCALIZATION IN CATIONIC, CARBENE,
AND RADICAL INTERMEDIATES IN SOME

BRIDGED POLYCYCLIC SYSTEMS

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
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Intermediates in organic chemistry are vital to many reaction mechanisms, and

therefore vital to organic chemistry as a whole. Due to their transient nature, a study of

organic intermediates can be difficult. Most physical organic methods analyze possible

intermediates through kinetic or thermodynamic studies; but these methods are indirect

and can only insinuate as to the presence or lack of an intermediate. As a result, one of

the best ways to model intermediates in organic chemistry is through the use of

computers and computational chemistry. Not only can computations directly search for

geometrically stable structures for possible intermediates, computations also allow for the

comparison of the relative stability of different intermediates, as well as probe the limits

of the molecular idiosyncrasies needed to achieve stabilization. In the remainder of this

thesis, experiment and computation are combined to analyze various organic chemistry

intermediates (radical, cation, and carbene). The results shed light on the limits of

conjugation and the geometric structures necessary to accommodate conjugation in

organic intermediates.



CHAPTER 2

8-DELTACYCLYL CATION AND 7-ISODELTACYCLYL CATION:
A COMPUTATIONAL STUDY

Jelena E. Dacres and Peter K. Freeman
Department of Chemistry, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331
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ABSTRACT

Previously studied by Freeman and coworkers was the acetolysis of endo- and

exo-8-deltacyclyl brosylate and 7-isodeltacyclyl brosylate. With the aid of deuterium

labels, Freeman et al. proposed delocalized cationic intermediates and multiple step

mechanisms to explain the products produced. Computational analysis of the nature and

structure of these intermediates has been performed using the B3LYP/6-3 1 1+g(3df,2p)//

B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d) and BPW9 1/6-311 +g(3df,2p)//BPW9 1/6-31 g(d) methods.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In 1949 Winstejn and Trifan started a controversy that would last for the next

half-century when they published the results of the solvolysis of exo- and endo-2-

norbornyl brosylates (1, X=OBs)."2 Winsteins data showed that exo-2-norbornyl

brosylate solvolyzes 350 times faster than its endo-counterpart; both compounds

solvolyze to give exclusively exo-product. Furthermore, when examining the rates of

racemization, it was discovered that the polarimetric rate and the acetolysis rate were

essentially the same for optically active endo-2-norbornyl brosylate (endo-1-OBs), but

that optically active exo-2-norbornyl brosylate (exo-1-OBs) had a potarimetric rate that

was 4.6 times faster than its acetolysis rate.

7N4

6

1x 2

Figure 2.1 Norbornane and its classical and
non-classical cations

Winstein proposed that the C1-C6 bond provides back-side anchimeric assistance

for the solvolysis of exo-2-norbornyl brosylate. This neighboring group participation

leads directly to a non-classical cation intermediate, 2.1 However, in the case of the

solvolysis of endo-1-OBs, anchimeric assistance from the C1-C6 bond would be from the

front side and, consequently, provide less overall stabilization in the transition state than

in exo-1-OBs. Therefore, the solvolysis of endo-2-norbornyl brosylate would first



produce localized (classical) 2-norbornyl cation 31 which could then rearrange to form

the same non-classical cation 2 formed immediately in the solvolysis reaction of exo-2-

norbornyl brosylate. In addition, Winstein theorized that a symmetrical tight ion pair

intermediate that could undergo internal return before product formation rather than a

pair of rapidly equilibrating classical cations was the best explanation for the polarimetric

rate observed in the solvolysis of exo-1-OBs.2

H. C. Brown, who headed the other side of the controversy, gave a different

interpretation of Winstein's data.2'3 Brown observed that in tertiary norbornyl systems,

such as those with 2-methyl and 2-anisyl substituents, the C1-C6 bond would be less able

to offer anchimeric assistance to the 2-position due to the presence of the additional

substituent. In addition, because of the greater stability of tertiary cations over secondary

cations in general, the tertiary systems would normally have been expected to possess

relatively similar exolendo rate ratios. However, that was not the case. The 2-methyl and

2-anisyl substituted norbornyl systems also displayed faster solvolysis rates for exo-2-

substituted norbornanes than for endo-2-norbornanes.2 Therefore, Brown argued that the

exo/endo solvolysis rate difference in the 2-norbornyl systems was a matter of steric

hindrance. In endo-substituted 2-norbornyl systems, the leaving group would be

sterically hindered by the endo-C-6 hydrogen. Consequently, the rates of solvolysis in

the endo-substituted 2-norbornyl systems would be inhibited?, while the rates of

solvolysis in the exo-substituted 2-norbornyl systems would be considered "normal"

because they suffered no steric hindrance.

Unfortunately for Brown, later studies involving the solvolysis rates of various

secondary substrates in non-nucleophilic solvents revealed that the solvolysis rates of
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endo-2-substituted norbornyl substrates were actually quite "normal".2 In addition, the

rates of solvolysis of exo-2-substituted norbornyl substrates turned out to be quite

exceptional. The non-classical structure (2) for 2-norbornyl cation was later confirmed

by 1IMI confirming Winstein' s mechanism.

Several similar ring systems have been used in analogous studies to analyze the

range, applications, and validity of long range anchimeric assistance in carbocations.4

One such system studied by Freeman and coworkers was the deltacyclane

(tetracyclof4.3.O.02'4.03'7jnonane) ring system, 4, Figure 2.2. An interesting feature

about the deltacyclane ring system is that it contains both the norbornane (carbons 1, 2, 3,

7, 8, 9, and 6) and the nortricyclene (carbons 1, 2, 4, 3, 7, 6, and 5) skeletons. In

4

4 x
6 7

Figure 2.2: Deltacyclane, isodeltacyclane, non-classical deltacyclyl
cation, and classical deltacyclyl cation

addition, skeletal rearrangements from solvolysis of 8-substituted deltacyclanes were

predicted to give primarily rearranged deltacyclanes or isodeltacyclanes, 5. Indeed,

acetolysis of exo- and endo-4-C1, deamination of exo- and endo-4-NH2, and acetolysis of

exo- and endo-4-OBs gave primarily a single product, exo-4-OAc; no endo-substituted

products were found. Interestingly, the solvolysis rate of exo-4-OBs was enhanced by

iO while the rate of solvolysis of endo-4-OBs was only enhanced by In addition,
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the solvolyses of optically active exo- and endo-4-OBs were analyzed for loss of optical

activity. Thus, it was revealed that endo-4-OBs lost 57% of its optical activity, while

exo-4-OBs retained 99% of its optical activity. To reveal any skeletal rearrangements,

exo- and endo-4-OBs were independently labeled with deutenum at the 8 (labeled in

Figure 2.3) and 9 (labeled b in Figure 2.3) positions in separate experiments. When

labeled at the 8-position, products from acetolysis of endo-4-OBs exhibited a distribution

of deuterium over positions 4 and 8; while endo-4-OBs deuterium labeled at carbon 9

gave scrambling of deuterium over carbons 5 and 9. Both retained about 55-60%

deuterium marker at the original labeled position. Solvolysis of 8 and 9-deuterated exo-

4-OBs gave the same positional scrambling but the distribution was 50-50 in both cases.

Similar to Winstein's work with exo-norbornyl brosylate, Freeman et al proposed

that direct formation of a symmetrical delocalized intermediate, 6, would best explain the

experimental observations for the solvolysis of exo-4-OBs. The proposed delocalized

cation, formed through back side anchimeric assistance of the C3-C4 bond, would give

the same enantiomer if attacked at either partially charged carbon and, therefore, retain its

optical activity during the solvolysis reaction. In addition, a symmetric intermediate

would be expected to display a 50-50 relationship if attacked at either partially charged

carbon as was observed in the 50-50 deuterium scrambling ratios (Figure 2.3). Finally, a

single delocalized intermediate would be of lower energy than two rapidly equilibrating

classical intermediates and would best explain the rate of solvolysis. The assignment of

the symmetric delocalized intermediate 6 (Figure 2.2) was supported by Freeman and

coworkers by the proton NMR of solutions of exo and endo-4-OH in a fluorosulfonic

acid-sulfur dioxide solvent 5a,6
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Figure 2.3: Acetolysis scheme proposed by Freeman et al.5 for exo-4-OBs and endo-4-OBs.
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On the other hand, because the solvolysis of endo-4-OBs displays a 57% loss of

optical activity it cannot be proceeding through an analogous reaction pathway as exo-4-

OBs. Therefore, Freeman et al suggested that upon solvolysis endo-4-OBs, in which the

forming orbital at the 8 position is ill lined-up for delocalization with the C3-C4 bond,

must first form localized cation 7. This localized intermediate could go directly to

products, rearrange to form non-classical cation 6, or undergo isomerization to form its

enantiomer. Clearly, all of localized cation 7 cannot rearrange to form cation 6. In

accordance with loss of optical activity, a maximum of 43% of 7 rearranges to form 6,

leaving 57% of cation 7 to racemize. Racemization via a 1, 2-hydride shift would seem

to be the simplest explanation. However, a hydride shift from C9 to C8 does not agree

with the positional deuterium scrambling. Therefore, Freeman et al postulated that the

racemization of classical cation 7 might comprise of a series of alkyl shifts, possibly

those in Figure 2.4. This scheme includes a series of isodeltacyclyl cations in order to

accomplish the required bond shifts. To examine the feasibility of isodeltacyclyl cations

as intermediates, Freeman and coworkers synthesized deuterated and non-deuterated

isodeltacyclanes 5.

Acetolysis of exo-5-OBs and exo-Sb-OBs (di-deuterated at C5) gave products

exo-4-OAc and exo-5-OAc in a 96.7:3.3 ratio, Figure 2.5. There was no deuterium

scrambling in formed exo-5-OAc with the entire deuterium label retained at CS.

However, in formed exo-4-OAc the deuterium labeled was scrambled between the C9

and CS in a 1:1.8 ratio. Freeman et al considered cations 8-11, Figure 2.5, as structures

for possible intermediates. Considering the greater deuterium labeling at the C5 position

in exo-4-OAc, Freeman proposed that the formation of isodeltacyclyl cation 8 with
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Figure 2.4: Enantiomerizatjon pathway for classical deltacyclyl cation 7
involving a series of alkyl shifts.
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leakage to deltacyclyl cation 6 best explained the experimental results. The existence of

cation 11 could not be ruled out since the deuterium label at C5 would not be informative

in the case of a Wagner-Meerwein shift of C5 between C6 and C7.

Freeman's work on deltacyclyl cations and isodeltacyclyl cations leaves some

interesting questions that might be answered with ab initio or density functional

calculations. What is the lowest energy structure for the deltacyclyl cation? Does the

localized deltacyclyl cation exist, or is it a transition state? What, if any, delocalization

exists in the isodeltacyclyl cation? In the solvolysis of 7-isodeltacyclyl brosylate, would

a Wagner-Meerwein shift of C5 between C6 and C7 be feasible, or is the shift of C3

between C8 and C7 more stabilizing? Answers to these questions and more are what

drive this chapter.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

To accurately describe possible delocalization in the 8-cations of deltacyclane and

the 7-cation of isodeltacyclane, computational methods that included electron correlation

were employed.7 The hybrid density functional and pure density functional techniques

pressed into service in this study were the B3LYP and BPW9 1 methods as implemented

in the Gaussian98 program.8 Geometries were initially optimized using the STO-3G

basis set, then the 3-21g, and finally the 6-31g(d) basis set; all structures were originally

minimized using the B3LYP method where possible.9 Final optimizations were

conducted with the BPW9I density functional method and 6-31g(d) basis set.10 Final
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energies were calculated at the BPW91/6-311+g(3df,2p)//BPW91/6-31g(d) or B3LYP/6-

311 +g(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d) level.

Although different starting structures were used in an attempt to isolate the

classical 8-deltacyclyl cation, all 8-deltacyclyl cation structures minimized to give a

delocalized structure, even at the B3LYP/STO-3G level. Similarly, a geometry

optimized structure of 7-isodeltacyclyl cation could only be isolated at the B3LYP/STO-

3G and B3LYP/3-21g levels; optimization using the B3LYP method attempted with

larger basis sets yielded only the delocalized deltacyclyl cation. The best model

geometry for the 7-isodeltacyclyl cation using the B3LYP/6-31g(d) method was obtained

from the geometry of the corresponding radical with minor adjustment made by hand to

obtain a structure with no imaginary frequencies. Finally, the BPW91/6-31g(d) method

produced a minimum structure for the 7-isodeltacyclyl cation. However, the BPW9 1/6-

31g(d) method was unable to locate the classical 8-deltacyclyl cation and produced only

delocalized deltacyclyl cation 6. Therefore, model geometries for the classical 8-

deltacyclyl cation were obtained by calculating the minimum structure for the

corresponding radical using both the B3LYP/6-31g(d) and BPW91/6-31g(d) methods.

These structures proved to have no imaginary frequencies when single point calculations

were performed with a charge and multiplicity of one; it can be inferred from the lack of

negative frequencies that the classical deltacyclyl cation is at least a local energy

minimum.
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Table 2.1: Calculated and experimental lH.4Ja shifts for non-classical
deltacyclyl cation 6.

Hydrogen on B3LYP/6-31 1+G(2d,p)f/ RHF/6-311+G(2d,p)// Experimentaib
B3LYP/6-31G(d) B3LYP/6-31G(d)Carbon:

()() ()
1 2.71 2.47 1.77
2 4.48 4.34 2.92
3 -0.43 -1.04 2.17
4 5.77 5.54 5.17

5.endo 3.30 3.05 2.50
5-exo 2.69 2.47 1.77

6 2.71 2.48 1.77
7 4.48 4.34 2.92
8 5.77 5.55 5.17

9-endo 3.30 3.05 2.50
9-exo 2.69 2.48 1.77

GIAO method 3ref. 12

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A gratifying result from the calculations is the confirmation of the non-classical

structure for the deltacyclyl cation, 6, proposed by Freeman and coworkers, Figure 2.6.

Proton NMR calculations of 6 were completed at the B3LYP/6-311+g(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-

31g(d) and RHF/6-311+g(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-31g(d) leveL'1 The results, as shown in Table

2.1, are in fair agreement with experiment'2 with a standard deviation of 1.11 and 1.25

for the B3LYP and RHE calculations respectively. Both methods show difficulty in

accurately calculating the NMR shift for the proton on pentavalent carbon 3, but do

indicate the C2 symmetry. The greatest down field shift for the equivalent protons at C4

and C8 is in agreement with the structural representation of 6. The second greatest
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Figure 2.6: Geometry optimized structures for 4-7 and 12 at the BPW91/6-31g(d) level
(in parentheses are the B3LYP/6-3 lg(d) geometries for 4-7 and the B3LYP/3-21g
geometry for 12).
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down field shift belongs to the equivalent protons at C2 and C7. Consistent with this, the

structure of 6 clearly shows long delocalized bonds between carbons 3 and 8 as well as

carbons 3 and 4. Both the B3LYP/6-31g(d) and the BPW91/6-31g(d) structures reveal

carbon-carbon distances for C3-C8 and C3-C4 that are approximately 1.73 A and give the

intermediate essentially C2 symmetry. Interestingly, the calculated geometry for

deltacyclyl cation 6 shows only a small amount of norbomonium ion delocalization

involving the bond opposite the original cation site (the C7-C3 bond is 1.576 A). The

equivalent bond (the C6-Cl bond) in 2-norbornyl cation is 1.863 A at the BPW91/6-

31g(d) level and 1.891 A at the B3LYP/6-31g(d); these results compare favorably with

the MP2/6-31g(d) Cl-C6 bond distance of 1.829 A reported by Schleyer. All methods

give the 2-norbomyl cation a Cs symmetry, Figure 2.7.15

As mentioned above, part of the difficulty in isolating the classical deltacyclyl

cation and the isodeltacyclyl cation computationally stemmed from the fact that all the

cations calculated tended to optimize to the non-classical deltacyclyl cation. Many

manipulations of Gaussian calculations, including restricted optimizations, reduced step-

size, and reading in force constants, were attempted in hopes of isolating the higher

energy cations at the B3LYPI6-31g(d) level, but to no avail. However, a geometry

optimized structure for the isodeltacyclyl cation was found using the BPW9I/6-31g(d)

method (Figure 2.6). Despite the success of finding the isodeltacyclyl cation,

calculations at the same level on the classical deltacyclyl cation optimized to give the

non-classical deltacyclyl cation. Therefore, in the case of classical deltacyclyl cation, a

model calculation was analyzed using vertical ionization from the optimized structure of

the corresponding radical (Figure 2.6).'
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Figure 2.7: Geometry optimized structures for 1 and 2 at the BPW91/6-31g(d) level
(B3LYP/6-31g(d) geometries in parentheses)
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The BPW91/6-31g(d) geometry optimized structures reveal that the C3-C8 and

C5-C6 are 0.054 A and 0.088 A longer in sodeltacyclyl cation than in isodeltacyclane.

The lengthening of each bond suggests a Wamer-Meerwein delocalization in preparation

for a 1, 2-carbon shift. The minimum energy ;tructure for isodeltacyclyl cation, 12, does

not correspond to any single intermediate proposed previously by Freeman et a15c but

rather to a combination of possible intermediatcs 8 and 11. The model geometry for

classical dehacyclyl cation 7 it quite similar to that for deltacyclane, since it is derived

from the radical geometry.

+

S®
cation(i) a!kane(i) alkane(f)

S®
cation(f)

2.1

Isodesmic equations, like that illustrated in Equation 2.1, were employed to

compare the stabilization energies (AE at the BPW91/6-311+G(3df,2p)//BPW9I/6-

31G(d) level) of cations 6, 7, and 12 with the known stabilizea cation, 2-norbornyl cation

Table 2.2 (AE's using the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) method are listed

in Table 2.3). It is readily apparent that non-classical deltacycivi cation 6, being even

lower in energy than 2-norbornyl cation (AE=5.02 kcal/mol), is th lowest energy cation

in this study. Isodeltacyclyl cation 12 is a distant second (zXE=-4.8 I kcal/mol), followed

closely by classical deltacyclyl cation 7 (iE=-8.28 kcal/mol). Both 12 and 7 are of

higher energy than 2-norbornyl cation such that the isodesmic reaction favors the right

side. Notably, non-classical cation 6 is 13.3 kcal/mol more stable than classical cation



Table 2.2: Energies and isodesmic reaction energiesa for cations 6, 7, and 12 using the
BPW9 1/6-311 +g(3df,2p)//BPW9 1/6-31 g(d)b method (BPW9 1/6-31 g(d)/IBPW9 1/6-
31g(d) method in parentheses).

Isodesmic Reactions Cation(1)

E +ZPE(a.u.)
Hydrocarbon(1)

E +ZPE(a.u.)
Cation(0

E +ZPE(a.u.)
Hydrocarbon(0

E +ZPE(a.u.) (kcallmol)
deltacyclyl cation 6 -349.141974 -273.83065 1 -272.945829 -350.0188 5.0176

(-349.0437) (-273.7456) (-272.8653) (-349.9134) (6.6252)
classical deltacyclyl

cation 7 -349.12079 1 -273.83065 1 -272.945829 -350.0188 -8.2750

(-349.0221) (-273.7456) (-272.8653) (-349.9134) (-6.8763)
isodeltacyclyl cation

-349.113431 -273.830651 -272.945829 -350.005916 -4.808612

(-349.0140) (-273.7456) (-272.8653) (-349.9008) (-4.1114)
a

= ((E11 + ZPE)(fl + (Ec+ ZPE)(0 (EH+ ZPE)(I) (Ec+ ZPE)()) * 627.5095
b z\E for BPW9I/6-31 1+g(3df,2p)//BPW9I/6-31g(d) include the energies at the
BPW91/6-31 1+g(3df,2p)//BPW91/6-31g(d) level plus zero point energies at the
BPW9 1/6-3 1+g(d)//BPW9 1/6-31 g(d) level.

Table 2.3: Energies and isodesmic reaction energiesa for cation 6, and modelsb for
cations 7 and 12 using the B3LYP/6311+g(3df,2p)//B3LYP/631g(d)c method
(B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d)//B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d) in parentheses).

Isodesmic Reactions Cation(1)

E +ZPE(a.u.)
Hydrocarbon(I)

E +ZPE(a.u.)
Cation(

E +ZPE(a.u.)
Hydrocarbon(
E +ZPE(a.u.) (kcal/mol)

deltacyclyl cation 6 -349.1789055 -273.88 19655 -272.984598 -350.06611 6.3774
(-349.0774) (-273.7940) (-272.9008) (-349.9576) (8.1096)

classical deltacyclyl
cation 7 -349. 15795 -273.8819655 -272.984598 -350.06611 -6.7724

(-349.0560) (-273.7940) (-272.9008) (-349.9576) (-5.2884)
isodeltacyclyl cation

-349.13386 -273.8819655 -272.984598 -350.0529 - 13.573312

(-349.0338) (-273.7940) (-272.9008) (-349.9448) (-11.1524)
a

= ((EH + ZPE)(0 + (Ec+ ZPE) (EH+ ZPE)(I) (Ec+ ZPE)(I)) * 627.5095
b
energies for cations 7and 12 are vertical ionization energies from the corresponding radicals

C E for B3LYP/6-31 1+g(3df,2p)//B3LYP /6-31g(d) include the energies at the
B3LYP/6-31 1+g(3df,2p)/JB3LYP/6-31g(d) level plus zero point energies at the
B3LYP/6-3 1+g(d)/JB3LYP/6-3 lg(d) level.
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715
These energies of stabilization when combined with the experimental data create an

intriguing image of the solvolyses of exo- and endo-4-OBs and exo-5-OBs.

Unlike the solvolyses of exo- and endo-1-OBs, where both compounds are

completely racernized, the solvolyses of exo- and endo-4-OBs give different racemization

ratios and different ratios of deutenum scrambling. Therefore, the idiosyncrasies in

solvolysis rates for exo- and endo-4-OBs cannot be from transition structures that lead to

the same intermediate, as was recently reported by Schleyer and coworkers for the 2-

substituted norbornyl systems.'4 Instead, the solvolyses of exo- and endo-4-OBs must

initially produce two different cations. Considering that the solvolysis of exo-4-OBs is

102 times faster than the solvolysis of endo-4-OBs and that the C3-C4 bond of 4 is in an

excellent position to provide back side anchimeric assistance to exo-4-OBs, exo-4-OBs

must proceed directly to cation 6, Figure 2.8, which then gives a 50-50 deuterium

scrambling ratio.

A segue into the solvolysis of exo-5-OBs reveals that non-classical deltacyclyl

cation 6 also lies along this reaction pathway. First, the products from the solvolysis of

exo-5-OBs display similar deuterium scrambling as that seen in the solvolysis of exo-4-

OBs. Second, the calculated structure for isodeltacyclyl cation 12 reveals a long bond

(1.614 A) between carbons 3 and 8. A Wagner-Meerwein shift of C3 from C8 to C7

would give a cation with a deltacyclyl structure. If this 1,2-carbon shift were

accompanied by anchimenc stabilization from the C3-C4 bond, then non-classical

deltacyclyl cation 6 would be formed. A classical isodeltacyclyl cation formed directly

upon solvolation of exo-5-OBs cannot be ruled out since 3.3% of exo-5-OAc was

formed. If this classical ion is formed then the majority of it proceeds to 12, Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.8: Acetolysis scheme for exo-8-deltacyclyl brosylate
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Because cation 6 gives 50-50 deuterium scrambling ratio, and the products from the

solvolysis of exo-5-OBs display a 62.1% retained to 34.5% relocated deuterium label,

there must be a competition between direct attack of HOAc/OAc on 12 (pathway A,

Figure 2.9) and rearrangement of 12 to deltacyclyl cation 6 (pathway B, Figure 2.9).

Analysis of the products reveals that rearrangement of 12 to 6 is favored 2.5 times over

direct attack of HOAc/OAc ion on 12.

Returning to the endo- vs. exo-4-OBs problem, endo-4-OBs most likely forms

classical cation 7 first because the solvolysis of endo-4-OBs rate is 102 times slower

than its exo- counterpart and there are no bonds in good position to provide stabilizing

anchimeric assistance during solvation. Once formed, there are three main pathways for

cation 7 to follow: go directly to product, form non-classical cation 6, or undergo a

cyclopropylethyl to cyciporopylethyl shift to form isodeltacyclyl cation 12. Product

analysis reveals that 7 takes all three pathways. Of the paths available, only

rearrangement of classical deltacyclyl cation 7 to isodeltacyclyl cation 12 allows for

racemization. One might expect that a norbornyl type 1, 2-carbon shift of C3 in classical

deltacyclyl cation 7 from C7 to C8 would be the simplest route from 7 to 12. However,

this Wagner-Meerwein shift and 12 12' would move a deuterium originally labeled at

C8 to Cl, which was not observed. Conversely, if C3 were shifted from C2 to C8, then a

deuterium originally labeled at C8, would be moved to C4 which was observed. As

revealed by the calculated structure for 12, a Wagner-Meerwein shift of C5 from C6 to

C7 is a very facile reaction and would produce the enantiomer of 12.
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According to the loss of optical activity in the solvolysis of endo-4-OBs, 57% of

7 follows the path through 12(12'), Figure 2.10. Using the above observation that 12 will

rearrange to form 6 2.5 times more than 12 will be directly attacked by HOAc/OAc the

57% of 7 that rearranges to 12(12'), works out to react 40.7% through pathways B and

B', and 16.3% through pathways A and A', Figure 2.10. The remaining 43% of 7 follows

pathway C 36.3% of the time and directly rearranges to form non-classical cation 6,

pathway D, only 6.7% of the time. The C division is 26.3/16.7 if the 55% figure for the

retention of label at the original position in endo-4-OBs is used. These concomitant steps

account for the loss of optical activity, the greater deuterium label retained at its original

position, and the slower rate of solvolysis for endo-4-OBs.

CONCLUSIONS

The lowest energy structure for the 8-cation of deltacyclane is best described as

cation 6. The non-classical nature of cation 6 presents charge detocalization through one

of the bonds in a cyclopropane ring and very long bonds (1.73 A) between carbon 3 and

carbons 4 and 8. On the other hand, both endo-4-OBs and exo-5-OBs first form

relatively localized cations upon acetolysis, subsequently creating cations 7 and 12

respectively. Although intuition predicts that classical deltacyclyl cation 7 would readily

delocalize to form non-classical deltacyclyl cation 6, this turns out not to be the case.

Although some of 7 does rearrange to form 6, a larger portion of 7 will rearrange to form

cation 12. Isodeltacyclyl cation 12, however, will rearrange to form 6 71.4% of the time.
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It is clear that the stability of non-classical cation 6 allows it to be an intermediate on the

reaction pathway for the solvolyses of exo- and endo-4-OBs, and exo-5-OBs.
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ABSTRA CT

A comparison of the aromatic nature of the cations and carbenes centered at the 8-

position of tricyclo{3 .2.1 .02'4}octane; the 9-position of pentacyclo[4.3 .O.024.038.057]

nonane: the 6-position of tricyclo[3.1.1.02'4]heptane; and the 4-position of

tetracyclo [3.3.0 .028. 036]octane has been undertaken. Hybrid density functional theory

calculations have been used to examine the geometric, energetic, and magnetic

characteristics of each cation, singlet carbene, and triplet carbene. The results shed light

on the flexibility of the polycycles to achieve stable intermediates and the breadth of

homoaromaticity.
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INTRODUCTION

Direct conjugation in organic molecules involves the interaction of molecular

orbitals on adjacent atomic centers to increase the energetic stability. Classically this can

be represented by straight chain polyalkenes or cyclic compounds such as benzene,

Figure 3. la, in which unsaturated units (generally sp or sp2 hybridized carbons in organic

molecules) are linked in a direct linear or cyclic chain. Compounds that display a special

stabilization associated with the cyclic delocalization of (4ii+2) electrons are considered

to be aromatic. In 1948, Winstein introduced the concept of "homoconjugation" in

which molecular orbitals interact through space.1 In homoconjugated and homoaromatic

organic compounds one or more saturated carbon (sp3 hybridized) lays in between the

unsaturated carbons whose molecular orbitals are interacting, Figure 3.lb.

Id
a. Classical conjugation invloves interaction
of molecular orbitals on adjacent atomic centers

cIIIIIi

b. Homoconjugation invioves interaction of
molecular orbitals that are not directly adjacent
to each other.

Figure 3.1. Classical and homoconjugation, where the dotted lines represent orbital
interaction
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Direct identification of homoaromatic compunds, analogous to identification of

aromatic compounds, can be difficult. A classic metod involves measuring the heat of

hydrogenation of the molecule in question and comparing it with that of a non-

delocalized model. If the heat of hydrogenation of the hcmoaromatic in question is much

less than its reference molecule, then direct evidence of the 'special stabilization" is

obtained. However, results attained through this process can be questionable since the

non-conjugated reference molecules are hypothetical. Therefore calculations of the heat

of hydrogenation for reference molecules can be inaccurate.2

Another method of detecting homoaromaticity entails obtaining an X-ray

crystallograph of crystals of the homoaromatic compound at issue.3 This method

reveals bond lengths and angles which are valuable indicators of geometric stabilization

acquired from aromaticity. However, the questions of bond di3tance limits and the

degree of bond equalization necessary for homoaromaticity are still riot resolved. In

addition, if the molecule rapidly equilibrates between different structures. then an X-ray

crystallograph can be unrevealing or misleading.3c Also, this method is limited to

molecules that can be isolated as crystals; since many proposec.i homoaromatic

compounds are reactive intermediates, X-ray crystallography has limited pplicability in

revealing homoaromaticity in these instances.

Finally, homoaromaticity can be revealed through magnetic properties. It has

been observed that aromatic compounds display unique characteristics in the NMR.ia4

This behavior has been explained in terms of an induced "ring current".4 In an NMR

analysis when an external magnetic field is applied to an aromatic compound the

electrons in the cyclic delocalizing ring will begin to circulate in a plane perpendicular to
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the applied field and induce a field which opposes the external field. The result is that

atoms on the outside of the ring current 'see" a greater magnet field than has been

applied. Thus aromatic atoms are deshielded and can be found further downfield in an

NMR spectrum than mere olefinic atoms, Figure 3.2. Conversely, atoms on the inside of

UHO

Fill
p.-.

Figure 3.2. Magnetic field H' is induced by n-electron current upon application of
external magnetic field H0. Hydrogen Ha experiences magnetic field H0-H', while
hydrogen Hb experiences H0+H'.5

the ring current or above it are shielded, "seeing" a smaller magnetic field than was

applied and appear more upfield in the NMR spectrum than would otherwise have been

predicted. In addition to changes in chemical shifts, such magnetic properties as

diamagnetic anisotropy and diamagnetic susceptibility exaltation can be related to

iomoaromaticity.5

Current methods of ab initio and hybrid density functional theory calculations can

be used to examine the possibility of homoaromaticity with a good degree of accuracy.

Pra:ash and coworkers used HF and MP2 methods to examine the possibility of

longcyclic interactions (in this case a 4rt-electron (polycyclo)aromatic system) in
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S.

Figure 3.3 Possible homoaromatic species
from literature.

sandwiched bishomoaromatic dication 1, Figure 33,6 Having previously obtained a

NMR of dication 1, which provided no evidence for longicyclic interactions, Prakash

used ab initio calculations in concert with isodesmic reactions to confirm that 1 preferred

isolated bishomoaromatic systems to an interacting system. In a study by Freeman and

Pugh, homoaromatic properties of carbene intermediates 2, 3, and 4 were explored using

hybrid density functional theory methodology (B3LYP/6-3 1 1+g(3df,2p)I/B3LYPI6-

31g(d)).7 In addition, Freeman and Pugh used the B3LYP/6-311-i-g(3df,2p)/IB3LYP/6-

31g(d) method to analyze homoaromaticity or antihomoaromaticity in the cation, singlet

carbene, and anion at the 2-position of bicyclo{3.2.1]octadiene, 57 Both MØller-Plesset

perturbation theory (MPx) energies, when combined MPx or Hartree Fock (HF)

geometries, and Becke's 3-parameter exchange functional combined with Lee, Yang, and

Parr's correlation functional energies provide reliable results to questions involving

homoaromaticity.
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This chapter compares the degree of homoaromaticity in neutral carbene and

cationic intermediates for species centered at the 8-position of tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane

6; the 9-position of pentacyclo[4.3.O.02'4.03'8.05'7]nonane 7; the 6-position of

tricyclo[3.1.1.02'4}heptane 8; and the 4-position of tetracyclo[3.3.O.02'8.03'6}octane 9. The

B3LYP/6-31g(d) method, as implemented in the Gaussian 98 suite of programs,8 is

employed for geometric analysis of structural anomalies indicative of homoaromaticity.

The B3LYP/6-31g(d) geometries paired with the B3LYP/6-311+g(2d,p) and B3LYP/6-

31+g(3df,2p) calculations are used to examine magnetic and energetic properties

respective! y.

x y6X Y4XY9

5 4

2

6
7 6

6 7 8 9

a:X=H, Y=H
b: X = leaving group

Y=H
C-B: X = +, bishomo square pyramidal geometry

Y=H
C-P: X = , tnshomocyclopropenium geometry

Y=H
S-B: XY = :, singlet, bishomo square pyramidal geometry
S-P: XY = :, singlet, trishomocyclopropenium geometry
T: XY = : , triplet

Figure 3.4 Polycyclic compounds analyzed for
homoaromaticity.
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BACKGROUND

Early proposals for homoaromatic intermediates were born from observations of

rapid solvolyses involving carbocation intermediates,9 the original being the solvolysis of

OTs

10

k

1OC

3.1

cis-3-bicyclo[3.1.O}hexyl tosylate 10 by Winstein in 1959. To explain the rapid

solvolysis of 10, Winstein proposed controversial trishomoaromatic cation 1OC in which

a cyclopropane bond and the empty orbital at C3 form a 3-center, 2-electron aromatic

system, Equation 3.1. It would be another 14 years before the existence of stable ion

intermediate 1OC would be confirmed with 13C NMR by Masamune and coworkers.'°

The ethano-bridged derivative of cation 1OC is 6C-P. In 1972, Freeman and

coworkers reported that this ion could be formed in superacid media from either 8-

H

j6®
4'

/ S

, 2 l,_
/l I

6 8
7 5

5
4 7 3

7

7C-P 8C-B 9C-P 9C-B

Figure 3.5 Trishomocyclopropenium and bishomo square pyramidal cations
7C-P, 8C-B, 9C-P, and 9C-B.
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chlorotricyclo{3 .2.1 .02'4]octane or endo-2-chlorotricyclo[3 .3 .0.04'6]octane.'1 In 1974,

Masamune isolated cation 6C-P at 1200 with SbF5-SO2C1F and reported its 'C NMR'2

The Coatest cation 7C-P, Figure 3.5, was first proposed by Coates and

Kirkpatrick in 1970 to explain the solvolysis rate of 7b (X = para-nitrobenzoate) being

1010 to 1012 times faster than corresponding 7-norbornyl derivatives.'3 The proposal was

supported by deuterium labeled experiments. When 7b was deuterium labeled at the 9-

position, the deuterium after solvolysis was evenly scrambled between carbons 9, 2, and

3. Similarly, when 7b was deuterium labeled at the 4-position, the deuterium after

solvolysis was scrambled between the 4, 1, and 8 locations. These observations are

consistent with trishomocyclopropenium cation 7C-P. Despite the fact that these data are

indicative of homoaromaticity, alone it is not conclusive. In current methodology,

observation or calculation of magnetic properties and determination of enhanced stability

are used to augment kinetic studies. Fortunately for Coates, he was able to directly

observe 7C-P in a super-acid solution by NMR in f97514 Adding to Coates NMR data

is the work of Saunders and Kates in which deuterium NMR revealed that cation 7C-P

exists as a single static structure and is not rapidly equilibrating between symmetric

equivalent forms.'5 Because of the quantity of data now present for cation 7C-P, it is

considered to be a "well-established't trishomoaromatic compound.

It is important to consider all possible structures when considering an

intermediate for homoaromaticity. For example, knowing that cation 7C-P contains a

trishomocyclopropenium unit might encourage the assumption that the solvolysis of 8b

would generate a trishomocyclopropenium intermediate due to the structural similarities

i.e. a bicyclo{3.1.0]hexane ring. However, cation 8C-B was observed in super-acid
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solution at -110 °C by Masamune et a!16 as a bishomo square-pyramidal cation.

Geometry optimization calculations at the MP2/6-31g(d) level by Prakash and

coworkers'7 revealed the square-pyramidal cation as the only minimum on the potential

energy surface.

Similarly, when considering the lowest energy structure for the 4-cation of 9, both

the trishomocyclopropenium and bishomo square-pyramidal structures have been the

subject of research and quantum mechanical studies.17'18 However, unlike 8C-B where

only one, the bishomo square-pyramidal cation, is a minimum on the potential energy

surface, both the trishomocyclopropenium ion, 9C-P, and the bishomo square-pyramidal

ion, 9C-B (Figure 3.5), are minima. Indeed, Mller-Plesset calculations as high as the

MP4-(SDQ)/6-31g(d)//MP2/6-31g(d) level brought to light that fact that the two cations

are practically isoenergetic.17

The cations of 6, 7, 8, and 9 have all been examined kinetically and

computationally for homoaromaticity, however, homoaromaticity in intermediates is not

limited to cations. With a few exceptions,'9 homoaromaticity in carbene intermediates

has been rarely examined. As mentioned above, in this study the B3LYP hybrid density

functional method is pressed into service to examine the singlet and triplet carbenes of 6,

7, 8, and 9. These calculations are analyzed to reveal structural, energetic, and magnetic

anomalies characteristic of homoaromaticity. Since the unpaired electrons in singlet

carbenes are in the o-type orbital and leave the 1t orbital empty with regards to orbital

interaction, singlet carbenes are, as a starting hypothesis, expected to mirror the

properties of the corresponding cations. However, very little homoaromatic stabilization
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is expected from the triplet carbenes since the lone electron in the it orbital encourages

radical-like properties. Radical systems do not generally display homoconjugation.2°

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The geometry optimized structures (B3LYP/6-31g(d)) for 6a-9a, their cations,

and carbenes analyzed in this study are displayed in Figures 3.6-3.9. Key geometric

indicators of aromaticity include lengthening of conjugative bonds compared to bonds in

non-conjugated molecules, bond equilibration in the aromatic system, and planarity of the

interacting atoms. Although many aromatic molecules are planar, such as benzene,

allowing maximum cyclic delocalization of it-electrons, it has been recognized that other

geometric shapes provide favorable conditions for cyclic electron delocalization.2'

Included in those geometries is the bishomo square pyramidal geometry possessed by

several of the cation and carbenes in this study.

Hydrocarbons 6a, 8a, and 9a possess Cs symmetry while 7a is C2v, Figure 3.6.

In all cases the cyclopropane bond fused with the larger ring is about 1.52 A and the

distance between the bridge carbon and the closest carbon in the cyclopropane ring is

about 2,4 A. These distances are dramatically changed in cations 6C-P, 7C-P, 8C-B,

9C-P, and 9C-B, Figure 3.7. In trishomocyclopropenium ions 6C-P, 7C-P, and 9C-P the

bridge cation carbon leans significantly toward the fused cyclopropane bond with the

distance between the cation carbon and a carbon in the fused cyclopropane bond

shortening to an average of 1.84 A. In both 6C-P and 9C-P, the fused cyclopropane
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Figure 3.6: B3LYP/6-31g(d) optimized geometries for hydrocarbons 6a, 7a, 8a, and 9a.
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Figure 3.7: B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d) optimized geometries for trishomocyclopropenium cations
(a) 6C-P, (b) 7C-P, and (d) 9C-P, and bishomo square pyramidal cations (c) 8C-B and
(e) 9C-B.
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Figure 3.8: B3LYP/6-31g(d) geometries of triplet carbenes 6T, 7T, 8T, and 9T.
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Figure 3.9: B3LYP/6-3 lg(d) geometries of singlet carbenes 6S-P, 7S-P, 8S-P, 8S-B, 9S-
P, and 9S-B.
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bond lengthens -O.4A. In Coates' cation 7C-P the fused cyclopropane bond only

lengthens O.33A, however, the triangle of overlap (C9-C2-C3) is equal on all sides (1.85

A). Tnshomocyclopropenium ion 9C-P was previously examined at MP216-31g(d); at

that level, the triangle of overlap is equalized with a C4-C1 distance of 1.851 A, and a

C1-C2 distance of 1.859 A.17 In bishomo square-pyramidal cations 8C-B and 9C-B the

C-C bonds from the center pentavalent carbon equilibrate to 1.63 A at the B3LYP/6-

31g(d) level. The base of the pyramid (carbons 1, 2, 4, and 5 in 8C-B and carbons 1, 2,

3, and 5 in 9C-B) aligns in a cyclobutadiene-like rectangle with bond distances of -1.44

A and -2.1 A. Cations 8C-B and 9C-B were also examined using MP2/6-31g(d)

methodology and gave structures very similar to those obtained at the B3LYP/6-31g(d)

level. Prakash and coworkers reported C1-C2 and C1-C6 bond distances of 1.443 A and

1.623 A for 8C-B, and C1-05 and C5-C4 bond distances of 1.441 A and 1.619 A

respectively for 9C-B. In summary, the geometries of cations 6C-P, 7C-P, 8C-B, 9C-P,

and 9C-B display bond lengthening and equilibration which can be associated with

homoaromaticity.

In contrast to the cation intermediates, triplet carbene intermediates 6T, 7T, 8T,

and 9T, Figure 3.8, do not display the idiosyncrasies associated with cyclic electron

delocalization. The fused cyclopropane bond in these intermediates is increased by only

0.015 A to 0.010 A compared to their hydrocarbon parents. Because triplet carbenes

ordinarily possess large carbene angles, the angle centered at the carbene in 6T, 7T, 8T,

and 9T is expected to increase with respect to their hydrocarbons; indeed in each case the

carbene angle is -5° larger than the same angle in the hydrocarbons. This angular

increase, and the necessary geometric changes required to accommodate it, can explain
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the increase in cyclopropane bond length as easily as conjugative interaction with the

carbene center. In addition, the carbene carbon in each triplet carbene does not lean

toward the cyclopropane bond, as would be expected in order to achieve delocalization.

The lack of leaning can best be conveyed using the dihedral angle containing the carbene

carbon, looking across the two bridgehead carbons, to either the cyclopropane carbon or

the one or two carbon bridge on the opposite side. For example, the C8-C1-05-C2

dihedral angle in 6a is 122°, and the C8-05-C1-C7 dihedral is 121°. The corresponding

dihedral angles in 6T are also 122° and 1210. The analogous dihedral angles in 7T, 8T,

and 9T also do not differ from their hydrocarbon parents.

The geometries of singlet carbenes 6S-P, 7S-P, 8S-P, 8S-B, 9S-P and 9S-B,

Figure 3.9, exhibit varying degrees of delocalization. Carbenatricyclooctane 6S-P

displays both lengthening of the fused cyclopropane bond (C2-C4 = 1.688 A) and leaning

of the earbene carbon bridge toward the fused cyclopropane bond (C8-C2 = 1.954 A).

However there is not the degree of distortion and thus not the degree of delocalization in

6S-P that there is in 6C-P which possesses corresponding bond distances of 1.929 A and

1.8 12 A. Singlet carbene 7S-P exhibits decreased bond distances connecting carbon 9 to

carbons 2 and 3. The carbene carbon bridge in singlet 7S-P leans noticeably; the C9-Cl-

C8-C2 dihedral angle is 93° in 7S-P compared to 125° in 7T and 7a. Interestingly, both

the tnshomocyclopropenium and bishomo square-pyramidal structures are minima for C6

singlet carbene of tricycloheptane 8 whereas only the bishomo square pyramidal ion is a

minimum energy structure for the C6 cation of 8. The trishomocyclopropenium structure

8S-P has bond distances in the triangle of overlap that are comparable to singlet carbene

6S-P, i.e. the C2-C4 and C2-C6 bond distances in 8S-P are 1.710 A and 1.974 A
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respectively. The bishomo square-pyramidal singlet carbene 8S-B is very similar to

cation 8C-B with apical carbon to basal carbon distance (C6-C2) of 1.735 A in 8S-B and

1.634 A in 8C-B. Similar to the C6 singlet carbene of 8, both the

trishomocyclopropenium and bishomo square-pyramidal structures are minima for the C4

singlet carbene of tetracyclooctane 9. Although the C1-C2 cyclopropane bond of 9S-P is

only 1.595 A contrasted to 1.519 A in 9a, the C4 carbene carbon of 9S-P leans toward the

C1-C2 bond. The C4-05-C3-C1 dihedral angle in 9S-P is 97° compared to 118° in 9a

and 9T. With regard to bishomo square-pyramidal carbene 9S-B, it is intriguing to note

how similar it is in structure to square-pyramidal carbene 8S-B despite the additional

carbon "tying" together the two halves of the molecule. The C1-C4, C1-C2, and Cl-CS

bond distances in 9S-B are 1.724 A, 2.128 A and 1.424 A respectively with a C8-C1-CS

angle of 106.4°. The analogous bond distance in 8S-B are 1.735 A, 2.115 A, and 1.425 A

and a C3-C2-C1 angle of 117.9°. A clear difference between 8S-B and 9S-B lies in the

angle of the cyclopropane-like wings relative to the base of the pyramid, that is the CS-

C4-C2-C3 dihedral angle in 8S-B is 131° while the comparative dihedral (C3-C2-C1-C8)

in 9S-B is 113°.

Energetic stabilization was examined by use of isodesmic equations. As

discussed in chapter 2, an isodesmic reaction is a transformation in which the number of

bonds of each type is maintained while the relationship among the bonds is altered.22

With this method, an increase or decrease in energetic stabilization, within a molecule

with respect to a standard molecule, can be revealed. A well conceived isodesmic pair is

designed to stress the unique stabilizing (or destabilizing) characteristic of the molecule

being studied while de-emphasizing traditional molecular attributes. In addition, by
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comparing several structurally related compounds with the same reference molecule,

trends in energetic stabilization can be analyzed.

Hydrocarbons 6a and 7a both contain the bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane ring system.

Indeed, the carbon skeletons of 6 and 7 differ mostly in the presence of C5 in 7. The

stabilization energies of the C8-centered cation and carbenes of 6, and the C9-centered

cation and carbenes of 7 can be compared by use of isodesmic Equation 3.2 in which

norbomane and the 7-norbornyl cation and carbenes act as the reference system. The

results for B3LYP/6-31 l+g(3df,2p)//B3LYP6-31g(d) calculations are listed in Table 3.1.

Homoaromatic cations 6C-P and 7C-P show large stabilization energies of 29.35 and

22.85 kcal/mol respectively. Since both of these cations are known to be homoaromatic,

the confirmation of their stabilization supports the use of Equation 3.2 as a method for

revealing homoconjugative interaction. Because the cations carry the added driving force

of delocalizing charge, diminished overlap in the case of singlet carbenes 6S-P and 7S-P

is to be expected. Both singlet carbenes 6S-P and 7S-P display about 45% of the

homoconjugative stability exhibited by their cation cousins. Although energetic

stabilization in 6S-P and 7S-P is less than their cation cousins, the stabilization energies

are nevertheless significant, being greater than 10 kcal/mol in both singlet carbenes.

Triplet carbenes 6T and 7T show only a small amount of increased stability over 7-

carbenanorbornane triplet.

Isodesmic Equation 3.3 was used to compare homoconjugative stabilization in the

cations and carbenes centered at C6 in tricycloheptane 8 and C4 in tetracyclooctane 9,

Table 3.2.23 This reaction takes advantage of the bicyclo[2.1.11hexane skeleton common

to both 8 and 9. Bishomo square-pyramidal cation 8C-B reveals good delocalization with



Table 3.1: B3LYP/6-3 1 1+g(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d)a energies for the bridge cation and carbenes of 6 and 7 (B3LYP/6-
31 g(d)//B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d)a energies in parentheses) in hartrees. Stabilization energies (SE) calculated from equation 3.2 in
kcal/mol.

intermediate alkane alkane intermediate
Molecule SE

(I) (1) (1) (1)

8-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]oct-yl Cation 6C-P -311.071 -273.878 -311.942 -272.961 29.35

8-carbenatricyclo[3.2. 1 .02'4]octane Singlet 6S-P

8-carbenatricyclo[3.2. I .0]octane Triplet 6T

9-pentacyclo[4.3.0.02'4.03'8.05'7}non-yl Cation 7C-P

9-carbenapentacyclo-[4.3 .0.02'4.03'8.05'7]nonane Singlet 7S-P

9-carbenapentacyclo-[4.3 .0.02'4.03'8.05'7]nonane Triplet 7T

(-310.979) (-273.791) (-311.843) (-272.877) (31.18)

-310.643 -273.878 -311.942 -272.558 13.50

(-310.541) (-273.791) (-311.843) (-272.467) (14,06)

-3 10.605 -273.878 -311.942 -272.540 0.63

(-310.507) (-273.791) (-311.843) (-272.454) (0.58)

-347.955 -273.878 -348.836 -272.961 22.85

(-347.855) (-273.791) (-348.729) (-272.877) (24.70)

-347.533 -273.878 -348.836 -272.558 10.29

(-347.423) (-273.791) (-348.729) (-272.467) (11.40)

-347.500 -273.878 -348.836 -272.540 1.14

(-347.394) (-273.791) (-348.729) (-272.454) (1.13)
a reported energies include B3LYP/6-31g(d)//B3LYP/6-31g(d) zero-point energies.
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Table 3.2: B3LYP/6-31 1+g(3df,2p)//B3LYP/631g(d)a energies for the bridge cations and carbenes of 8 and 9 (B3LYP/6-
31g(d)/IB3LYP/631g(d)a energies in parentheses) in hartrees. Stabilization energies (SE) calculated from equation 3.3 in
kc al/mo I.

Molecule intermediate alkane alkane intermediate
SE(i) (i) (0 (1)

6-tricyclo[3.1.L024]hept-yl Cation 8C-B -271.737 -234.548 -272.608 -233.652 15.17

(-271.657) (-234.472) (-272.521) (-233.581) (16.74)
Trishomocyclopropenium
6-carbenatricyclo[3. 1.1 .02'4]heptane Singlet 8S-P -271.307 -234.548 -272.608 -233.246 0.39

(-271.218) (-234.472) (-272.521) (-233.168) (0.84)
Bishomo Square-Pyramidal

-271.314 -234.548 -272.608 -233.246 4.476-carbenatricyclo[3. 1.1 .02'4Jheptane Singlet 8S-B

(-271.222) (-234.472) (-272.521) (-233.168) (3.60)
6-carbenatricyclo[3.1.I.02'4jheptane Triplet 8T -271.270 -234.548 -272.608 -233.208 0.67

(-271.184) (-234.472) (-272.521) (-233.134) (0.69)
Trishomocyclopropeniurn
4-tetracyclo[3. 3.0.02'8.036Joct-yl Cation 9C-P -309.837 -234.548 -310.732 -233.652 0.41

(-309,748) (-234.472) (-310.635) (-233.581) (1.88)
Bishomo Square-Pyramidal

-309.837 -234.548 -3 10.732 -233.652 0.464-tetracyclo[3.3.0.02'8.036]oct-yl Cation 9C.B

(-309.747) (-234.472) (-310.635) (-233.581) (1.77)
Trishomocyctopropenium
4-carbenatetracyclo(3.3.0.02'8.03'6loctane Singlet 9S-P -309.419 -234.548 -310.732 -233.246 -6.92

(-309.321) (-234.472) (-310.635) (-233.168) (-6.67)
Bishomo Square-Pyramidal
4.-carbenatetracyclo[3.3 .0.02'8.03'6joctane Singlet 9S-B -309.411 -234.548 -310.732 -233.246 -11.98

(-309.311) (-234.472) (-310.635) (-233.168) (-12.80)
4-carbenatetracyclo[3.3.0.028.03'6joctane Triplet 9T -309.394 -234.548 -3 10.732 -233.208 1.26

(-309.300) (-234.472) (-310.635) (-233.134) (1.15)
a

reported energies include B3LYP/6-3 I g(d)//B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d) zero-point energies. -
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a stabilization energy of 15.17 kcal/mol. Interestingly, both bishomo square-pyramidal

cation 9C-B and trishomocyclopropenium cation 9C-P reveal no increase in energetic

stabilization. However, the B3LYP/6-311+g(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31g(d) energies are in

excellent agreement with the MP2/6-31g(d) study by Prakash and coworkers which

revealed that 9C-P and 9C-B are isoenergetic.

Although both the trishomocyclopropenium and bishomo square pyramidal

structures are geometric minima (number of imaginary frequencies equals zero) for the

C6 centered singlet carbene of 8, the bishomo square pyramidal structure is clearly

energetically more stable. Bishomo square pyramidal carbene 8S-B is over 4 kcal/mol

more stable than SS-P. This is not the case for the C4 centered singlet carbenes of 9

where square pyramidal carbene 9S-B is more than 5 kcal/mol less stable than 9S-P.

Both the trishomocyclopropenium, 9S-P, and bishomo square pyramidal, 9S-B, structures

are less stable than the C6 singlet carbene of bicyclo[2.1.1]hexane, Table 3.2. Neither

triplet carbene 9T nor 8T is stabilized relative to its bicyclo[2.1.ljhexane counterpart.

The relative instability of bishomo square pyramidal cation 9S-B is especially

intriguing when compared to 8S-B considering their geometric similarities. It is apparent

that while the pyramid portion of the 9S-B and 9C-B are very similar to those in 8S-B

H%çH

good overlap poor overlap

Figure 3.10. Simplified representation of orbital overlap in
bishomo square pyramidal structures.
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and SC-B, see above, the energetic stability of the bishomo square pyramidal structure is

highly dependent on the strain in the molecule as a whole. This was illustrated by

Prakash and coworkers in their MP2 study;17 Prakash attributed the instability of 9C-B

relative to 8C-B to poor orbital overlap between the apical carbon and the basal carbons

of the pyramid, Figure 3.10. This can also be applied to the relative stabilities of 8S-B

and 9S-B.

Another method of analyzing the relative stability of carbene intermediates is the

singlet-triplet carbene energy gap, Table 3.3. All the singlet carbenes are more stable

than the triplet carbenes, which, as mentioned above, was expected. However, when

compared to structural standards 7-carbenanorbornane and 5-carbenabicyclo[2.1.1]-

hexane, a new picture emerges. The singlet-triplet carbene energy gap for both 6 and 7

are both greater than 7-carbenanorbomane. However, when comparing the ring systems

containing the bicyclo{2.1.ljhexane ring system (8 and 9), only the bishomo square

pyramidal structure for 8 has a larger singlet-triplet carbene energy gap than 5-

carbenabicyclo[2.1.11octane. Both singlet-triplet carbene energy gaps for 4-

carbenatetracyclooctane 9 are at least 7 kca!/mol less than the singlet-triplet carbene

energy gap for 5-carbenabicyclo[2. 1.1 Jhexane.

The manifestation of diamagnetic susceptibility exaltation is a quantitative

characteristic of aromaticity. As it pertains to cyclic electron delocalization, magnetic

susceptibility exaltation (A) can be defined as the difference between the molar

susceptibilities (x) of a cyclic conjugated compound and a model compound which

possesses no ring current.5 To analyze the magnetic susceptibility exaltation of the

cations and carbenes of 6, 7, 8, and 9, isodesmic equations 3.2 and 3.3 are once again



Table 3.3: B3LYP/6-3 11 +g(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d) singlet-triplet energy gap for the budge carbenes of norbornane,
bicyclo[2.1.1]hexane, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Molecule

7-carbenanorbornane 13.0

"48-carbenatncyclo[3.2. 1.0-' ]octane (6) 26.0

9-carbenapentacyclo-[4.3.0.02'4.03'8.05'7]nonane (7) 22.2

5-carbenabicyclo[2. 1.1 ]hexane 25.4

Trishomocyclopropenium
25.16-carbenatricyclo[3. I . I .02'4]heptane (8)

Bishomo Square-Pyramidal
29.26-carbenatricyclo[3. 1 .1 .02'4]heptane (8)

Tnshomocyclopropeni urn
17.24-carbenatetracyclo[3 .3 .0.02'8.03'6]octane (9)

Bishorno Square-Pyramidal
4-carbenatetracyclo[3 .3.0 .02'8.03'6]octane (9) 12.2

AETs = (Etripiet Esingiet) * 627.5095 + 1.75 kcal/mol, where 1.75 kcal/mol is the calculation difference (B3LYP/6-
31 1+g(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31g(d)), from the experimental value, for the singlet-triplet gap of methylene. b reported energies
include B3LYP/6-3 I g(d)//B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d) zero-point energies.

'-'I
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pressed into service. The sign convention here is based on these isodesmic equations

with A referring to (Xalkarie(O + Xintermediate(f) Xintennediate(i) Xalkane(i)), Table 3.4. A molecule

is considered aromatic when A> 0, anti-aromatic when A < 0, and non-aromatic when A

- 0. The diamagnetic susceptibility exaltation of benzene is about 16 cgs-ppm.25

The positive magnetic susceptibility exaltations of the studied cations and

carbenes of 6 and 7 indicate good cyclic electronic delocalization in these molecules.

Interestingly, the singlet carbenes of 6 and 7 display larger magnetic susceptibility

exaltations than the cations of 6 and 7 display. This is due in large part to the fact that the

bridge cation of norbornane has a greater absolute value of magnetic susceptibility than

7-carbenanorbornane singlet, Table 3.4. The triplet carbenes of 6 and 7 reveal such small

values of magnetic susceptibility exaltation that they are easily considered non-aromatic.

In the light of magnetic susceptibility exaltation, the bridge cations and carbenes

of 8 and 9 exhibit mostly non-aromatic qualities. Because both bishomo square

pyramidal cations 8C-B and 9C-B both display only slightly negative magnetic

susceptibility exaltation, they fall under the umbrella of non-aromaticity. Similarly,

trishomocyclopropenium cation 9C-P shows only a slightly positive magnetic

susceptibility exaltation and could be considered equally non-aromatic. Singlet carbene

8S-P , however, manifests a respectable -6 cgs-ppm magnetic susceptibility exaltation

which can classify it a slightly aromatic. Conversely, in the case of the singlet carbenes

of 9, it is bishomo square pyramidal carbene 9S-B that exhibits aromatic magnetic

susceptibility exaltation (A = 6.51 cgs-ppm), while trishomocyclopropenium carbene 9S-

P displays slightly anti-aromatic characteristics (A = -4.08 cgs-ppm). Both triplet

carbene 8T and 9T are non-aromatic with respect to magnetic susceptibility exaltation.



Table 3.4: B3LYP/6311+g(2d,p)/IB3LYP/631g(d)a magnetic susceptibilities () in cgs-ppm for the bridge cations and carbenes of 6, 7, 8 and 9.
Diamagnetic susceptibility exhaltations (A) calculated from equations 3.2 and 3.3.

Molecule intermediate alkane alkane intermediate
A(i) (i) (t) (f)

8-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4loct-yl Cation 6C-P -89.7813 -75.6655 -87.4080 -63.4012 14.64

8-carbenatricyclo[3.2. I .02Joctane Singlet 6S-P -90.1360 -75.6655 -87.4080 -52.2137 26.18

8-carbenatricyclo[3.2.1.024]octane Triplet 6T -80.0954 -75.6655 -87.4080 -66.0700 2.28

9-pentacyclo[4.3.0.02'4.03'8.057}non-yl Cation 7C-P -97.8087 -75.6655 -94.37 10 -63.4012 15.70

9-carbenapentacyclo[4.3.0.024.03'8.05'7}nonane Singlet 7S-P -93.7997 -75.6655 -94.3710 -52.2137 22.88

9-carbenapentacyclo[4.3.0.02'4.03'8.05'7}nonane Triplet 7T -89.0093 -75.6655 -94.3710 -66.0700 4.23

6-tricyclo[3.1.1.02'4]hept-yl Cation 8C-B -70.2105 -61.9819 -73.9040 -60.6696 -2.38

Trishomocyclopropenium
6-carbenatricyclo[3. 1.1 .02']heptane Singlet 8S.P 73.9249 -61.9819 -73.9040 -56.0106 5.99

Bishomo Square-Pyramidal
6-carbenatricyclo[3. 1.1 .02'4]heptane Singlet 8S-B -70.8529 -61.9819 -73.9040 -56.0106 2.92

6-carbenatricyclo[3.1.1.02'4lheptane Triplet 8T -67.2279 -61.9819 -73.9040 -53.2554 2.05

Trishomocyclopropenium
4-tetracyc1o[3.3.0.028.03'61oc-tyl Cation 9C.P

-84.6392 -61.9819 -83.2482 -60.6696 2.70

Bishomo Square-Pyramidal
4-tetracyclo[3 .3 .0.028.036loct-yl Cation 9C-B -80.9250 -61.9819 -83.2482 -60.6696 -1.01

Trishomocyclopropenium
4-carbenatetracyclo[3.3.0.02'8.036]octane Singlet 9S-P -73.1954 -61.9819 -83.2482 -56.0106 -4.08

Bishorno Square-Pyramidal
4-carbenatetracyclo[3 .3.0.02'8.03'6]octane Singlet 9S-B -83.7888 -61.9819 -83.2482 -56.0106 6.51

4-carbenatetracyclo[3.3 .0.02'8.03'6]octane Triplet 9T -76.9360 -61.9819 -83.2482 -53.2554 2.41
a calculated using the CSGT method

C'
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CONCLUSIONS

Definitive classification of molecules as aromatic or non-aromatic can be tricky at

best. Manifestation of specific criteria can be used as a gauge of aromaticity. However,

all aromatic molecules cannot be expected to display all aromatic criteria to equal

degrees. In this chapter, we have examined structural, energetic, and magnetic criteria

for the bridge cations and carbenes of 6, 7, 8, and 9. The results of the aromatic gauges

for the bridge cations and singlet carbenes of 6, 7, 8, and 9 are summarized in Table 3.5.

The triplet carbenes of each of these molecules do not display any stabilization with

regards to these criteria and are therefore classified as non-aromatic. According to the

gauges used in this chapter, trishomocyclopropenium cations 6C-P and 7C-P are clearly

homoaromatic, giving positive results to each test. The homoaromaticity of bishomo

square pyramidal cation 8C-B, is not as clearly defined. While 8C-B gave stabilization

energy (considered by many to be the chief criteria for aromaticity)6 equivalent to those

of 6C-P and 7C-P, 8C-B failed to show aromatic magnetic susceptibility exaltation.

While the structures for isoenergetic cations 9C-P and 9C-B are energetic minima, they

do not manifest the other measures for homoaromaticity. Similar to their cations,

trishomocyclopropenium carbenes 6S-P and 7S-P meet the criteria for homoaromaticity

measured in this chapter. Similar to its cation, the homoaromaticity for the singlet

carbenes of 8 is not as clearly defined as that for the singlet carbenes of 6 and 7.

Trishomocyclopropenium carbene 8S-P displays a small amount of diamagnetic

susceptibility exaltation, but essentially no stabilization energy. Contrarily, bishomo

square pyramidal carbene 8S-B, displays a modest amount of energetic stabilization, but
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Table 3.5 Ana'ysis of aromaticity criteria for canons 6C-P, 7C-P, SC-B, 9C-P, and 9C-B, and singlet
carbenes 6S-P, 7S-P, 8S-P, 8S-B, 9S-P, and 9S.B.

positive positive

positive positive

7C-P

positive positive

8C.B

positive -o

9C-P

positive -o

positive positive

positive positive

7S-P

Opositive

8S.P

- positive

- positive

positive

positive

-o

positive positive positive (small)

positive negative

9S-P

positive negative

a JE = ETS(moIecuIe) AET.S(stnicturai standard)

-0

0

-o

positive

positive

positive (small)

0

negative negative (small)

negative positive (small)
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no diamagnetic susceptibility exaltation. If one proposes that energetic stabilization is

the major criteria for homoaromaticity, then 8S-P would be classified as non-

homoaromatic and 8S-B as mildly to non-homoarornatic. Trishomocyclopropenium

carbene 9S-P is classified as non- to anti-aromatic due to its negative stabilization energy

and magnetic susceptibility exaltation. Finally, bishomo square pyramidal carbene 9S-B

displays conflicting values for homoaromaticity. The structure is one that allows for

cyclic electron delocalization, and there is small positive magnetic susceptibility

exaltation. However, energetically 9S-B is anti-aromatic.
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ABSTRACT

Previously reported from this laboratory was the radical photochiorination of exo,

endo, exo,exo, and endo,exo-norbornane derivatives 2-5 with t-butyl hypochlorite.1

Confirmation of t-butoxy radical as the hydrogen-abstracting agent has been performed

using a chlorine atom trap. In addition, the rates of hydrogen atom abstraction from the

bridgehead position of 1-5 have been analyzed with reference to: orbital overlap with the

cyclopropane moieties the planarity of the bridgehead carbon; s-bond lengths; rigidity of

the system; and enthalpy of stabilization of the corresponding bridgehead radical.

Geometries and enthalpies of 1-5 were calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Rate enhancements of reactions generating carbocation intermediates have been

well established.2 Less well known, and generally less dramatic, are rate enhancements

of reactions producing radical intermediates.3 Previously from this laboratory,' the

radical photochlorinations of norbornane ring systems 1-5, Figure 4.1, were examined.

Figure 4.1: Norbornane and fused cyclopropyl-
norbornanes 2-5

Fused cyclopropane rings on the bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane ring system have two orientations,

endo and exo. These different orientations can have different stabilizing effects on a

radical or cation centered at the bridgehead position. The observed rates for hydrogen

Table 4.1. Rates of hydrogen atom abstraction from the bridgehead position of 1-5 by
t-butoxy radical.

Hydrocarbon per H kret
Norbornarie 1 0.076 ± 0.0007a (1.00)1

endo-Tricyclo[3.2. 1 .024joctane 2 0.11 1 41

exo-Tricyclo[3.2.1.024loctane 3 0.52 ± 0.02k' 6.8 ± o.7a
endo,exo-Tetracyclo[3.3.1.02'4.06"]nonane 4 2.68 ± 0.22 35.3 ± 6
exo,exo-Tetracyc!o[3.3.1.02'4.068]nonane 5 1.5 ± 0.1 20 ±

reported in reference Ic.
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atom abstraction from the bridgehead position varied with the orientation and number of

fused cyclopropane rings, Table 4.1. The stabilizing effect of a-cyclopropyl substitution

and its orientation with respect to the bridgehead position of the norbornane ring system

are the subject of this current study. The enthalpies and geometries of the hydrocarbons

and bridgehead radicals of 1-5 have been examined computationally. In addition,

confirmation of tert-butoxy radical as the hydrogen atom abstracting agent has been

achieved.

Related studies involving the stabilization of radical intermediates have been

reported by de Meijere and coworkers.4' Using the energy of activation for the thermal

bond cleavage of tetramethyl- and dicyclopropyl-substituted bicyclo[2.2.O]hexanes,

reaction equations 4.1 and 4.2, de Meijere estimated that an a-cyclopropyl substitution

has a 2.85 kcal/mol stabilizing effect on cyclopropyl-methyl radicals with an ideal

bisected conformation.

Lç\ 4.1

K1
4.2

In a related study, de Meijere and coworkers4b examined the effect of increasing

a-cyclopropyl annelation on the tertiary to secondary hydrogen atom abstraction ratios in

bicyclo[2.2.2]octane systems 6-9, Figure 4.2. Due to the rigid polycyclic system



Figure 4.2: bicyc1o2.2.2octane and related
hydrocarbons 7-10.

involved, the cyclopropyl rings are unable to adopt he preferred bisected orientation.

Nonetheless, increased ct-cyclopropyl annelation gave increased ratios for hydrogen

abstraction from the bridgehead compared to secondary positions (kblzeadlksec). In

completely annelated hydrocarbon 10, bridgehead abstraction is practically the only

reaction observed in the photochlorination with t-butyl-hypochlorite, although, of course,

there are no longer any secondary positions. Since bicyclo[2.2.2]octane substrate 10

possesses C3h symmetry, all fused cyclopropane rings have the same relative orientation

with respect to the bridgehead, and should offer equal stabiization. The increased

bridgehead reactivity was ascribed to enhanced delocalization of the a-cyclopropane

rings with the radical center.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Recent computational studies of radicals have shown that density functional

theory gives results in good agreement with experiment.6 Therefore, the primary

computational method used in this study has been Becke's 3-parameter exchange
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functional with the Lee, Yang, and Parr correlation functional. The 6-31g(d) basis set

was employed as implemented in the Gaussian 94 suite of programs.7 Zero point

energies and thermal corrections were calculated using the optimized geometries at the

B3LYPI6-3 lg(d) level.8

RADICAL CHAIN MECHANISM

Both the photochionnation of polycycles 1-5 reported by Freeman et al. and that

of 6-10 reported by de Meijere and coworkers used tert-butyl hypochlorite as the

chlorinating agent. The standard radical chain for this process is that illustrated in

Mechanism 1, Figure 439a However, another possible chain is described in Mechanism

Mechanism 1

t-BuOCI t-BuO + Cl
t-BuO. + RH R. + t-BuOH

R + t-BuOCI RCI + t-BuO

Mechanism 2

t-BuOC1 + HCI ' t-BuOH + Cl2

2C12 hv 2C1

Cl. + RH HCI + R.

R' + Cl', RC1 + Cl
Figure 4.3: Possible hydrogen abstraction mechanisms involving tert-butyl
hypochlorite.



± 0.4 (exo)

2.74±0 8.6±0.3(endo)

13.9 ± 0.1

a

f74.7 ± 0.2 (exo)

2.7 ± 0.1

-' /
9.3 ± 0.05 (endo)

13.48 ± 0.08

b

Figure 4.4: Substitution pattern for the photochiorination of exo-
tricyclo3.2.1.O24]octane 3 with t-butyl hypochionte in the absence (a) and
presence (b) of chlorine atom trap trichloroethene.

2. Since the abstracting agent in part determines the rate of hydrogen atom abstraction,

determination of the dominant mechanism is essential to a complete understanding of the

relative rates observed. The dominant chain mechanism in operation in the

bicyclo[2.2.ljheptane system was determined by performing photochionnations of exo-

tricyclooctane 3 with tert-butyl hypochlorite alone and in the presence of trichioroethene,

a chlorine atom trap.9b If the dominant chain were Mechanism 2, then the product

regiochemistry would be expected to vary in the two reactions. The product ratios, as

determined by GC/MS and 'HNMR, Figure 4.4, in the two reactions are the same. This

suggests that the dominant radical chain in the bicyclo[2.2.l]heptane system is that of

Mechanism 1. Although this analysis was not performed on the bicyclo[2.2.2joctane ring

system, it is reasonable to assume Mechanism 1 is also the dominant mechanism for tert-

butyl hypochiorite photochlorination of the bicyclo[2.2.2]octane ring system.
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MOLECULAR FLEXIBILITY

As mentioned above, the rates of hydrogen atom abstraction from the bridgehead

position of hydrocarbons 1-5 relative to cyclohexane by tert-butoxy radical in the tert-

butyl hypochiorite photochiorination are listed in Table 4.1. It is clear that the rate of

hydrogen atom abstraction differs with the orientation and number of c-annelated

cyclopropane rings. What is not initially evident is the relation between the observed

rates for bridgehead hydrogen atom abstraction and the structure of the polycycle, its

bridgehead radical, and the transition state connecting the two. Does the ability of the

bridgehead carbon to form a planar radical affect the rate of hydrogen atom abstraction

by tert-butoxy radical, or is the rate solely determined by the amount of delocalization

available through the cyclopropane moieties? If the latter, how does the structure of the

polycycle determine the amount of delocalization available through the cyclopropyl

rings?

In the ideal bisected configuration for cyclopropylmethyl radicals, the "p" orbital

from a planar radical is able to overlap with two Walsh orbitals in the cyclopropane rings.

In geometric terms, this means that the ideal dihedral angle between the radical orbital

lobe and the perpendicular to the bisecting line of the cyclopropane ring is 00.10 The rigid

bicyclo[2.2.ljheptane ring system, however, forces bridgehead radicals into a pyramidal

geometry and the lone electron into an "sp3" type orbital. In this case, the dihedral angle

between the radical orbital lobe and the perpendicular to the bisector of the cyclopropane

ring is represented by dihedral angle 0, Figure 4.5. This geometry limits the amount of

delocalization available from neighboring cyclopropyl groups. Although the norbornane

ring system does not allow for a bisected conformational relationship between the radical
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Simplified Newman Projection

Simplified Newman Projection
looking down the C2-C 1 bond

Figure 4.5. Newman projections of bisected cyclopropyl methyl radical and the
bridgehead radical of exo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane 3.
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center and the Walsh orbitals in the cyclopropane rings, the norbomane ring may be able

to "twist" to increase orbital overlap.

The concept of "ring twisting" was used by de Meijere to explain the increased

rate of solvolysis of syn,anti-bridgehead chloride 9b compared to syn,syn-bridgehead

chloride 8b, Table 424b By examining the flexibility of molecular models, de Meijere

reasoned that twisting both cyclopropane rings of bridgehead cation 9c in relative

clockwise directions would decrease dihedral 0 and create a more stable cation, Figure

4.6. Cation 8c, however, would require relative clockwise and counter-clockwise twists

to decrease 0. The flexibility of molecular models suggested this would put too much

strain in the ring and create a less stable cation. Similarly, hydrocarbon 9 had a larger

tertiary to secondary hydrogen abstraction ratio than hydrocarbon 8; the same argument

about "twisting" may be applied to explain increased bridgehead hydrogen abstraction

reactivity in 9. Analogously, endo,exo-tetracyclononane 4 underwent hydrogen

abstraction at the bridgehead faster than exo,exo-tetracyclononane 5. The "ring twisting"

concept might apply to the norbornane ring system as well as the bicyclo{2.2.2joctane

ring system. "Ring twisting" was analyzed using B3LYP/6-31g(d) optimized geometries

of the ring systems in question.

bond CS-Cl £Obond
C2-C 1clockwise twist

counter-clockwise twist
8c

bond C8-Cl £ bond C2-C1
clockwise twist clockwise twist

9c

Figure 4.6. Ring twisting model devised by de Meijere to explain
possible increased orbital overlap in bridgehead cations 8c and 9c.
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Table 4.2. Rates of solvolysis and hydrogen atom abstraction from
7-10 or their brid2ehead chlorides

Tertiary/Secondary
Hydrocarbon Rate of Solvolysis (X = Cl)ab Hydrogen Abstraction

Ratio (X =

x

6.07 x 1O 4.9

7X=H
7b X = CI
7cX= ®

x

3.29 x 108 12.3

8 X=H
8bX=CI
8c X =®

x

5.8 x 10.6 16.2

9 X=H
9b X = CI
9c X =

x

5.77 x na

lOb X = CI
lOcX=®

ref 4b b in 80% ethanol, 25°C C

photochlorination with t-butyl hypochiorite at 40°C
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As noted above, the preferred conformation for c-cyclopropylmethyl radicals

entails the "p" orbital at the radical center in a bisected conformation for maximum

overlap with the Walsh orbitals of the cyclopropane rings. This is also the preferred

conformation for a-cyclopropylmethyl cations. By measuring dihedral angles 0 of both

hydrocarbons 2-5 and 6-10 and their corresponding bridgehead radicals and cations, one

can examine the amount of increased orbital overlap available to the bridgehead radicals

and cations. In bisected cyclopropylmethyl radical or cation, 0 is equal to 00. A decrease

in 0 between hydrocarbons 2-5 and 7-10 and their bridgehead radical or cation (0)

would indicate that the ring system was "twisting" to allow better orbital overlap. As

shown in Table 4.3, however, with a few exceptions, 0 increases in going from the

hydrocarbon to the bridgehead radical or cation, i.e. A0 is positive. Especially telling is

the fact that in the case of the syn,syn-cation, formed in 8b solvolysis, 0 increases by

Table 4.3. Twist angle 0 for 2-5 and 7-10 and their bridgehead radicals and
cationsa

0 for 0 for 0b for 0b for
0 bridgehead bridgehead bridgehead bridgehead

radical cation radical cation
endo-TrCO 2 77.80 73.85 77.80 -3.95 0.00
exo-TrCO 3 39.45 40.25 48.10 0.80 8.65
endo,exo-TeCN 4 (endo ring) 78.00 73.45 80.10 -4.55 2.10
endo,exo-TeCN 4 (exa ring) 40.15 42.55 48.75 2.40 8.60
exo,exo-TeCN 5 39.60 41.00 43.65 1.40 4.05
TrCN 7 56.25 54.95 59.20 -1.30 2.95
syn,syn-TeCD 8 56.45 58.85 57.20 2.40 0.75
syn,anti-TeCD 9 (anti ring) 56.35 58.25 60.10 1.90 3.75
syn,anti-TeCD 9 (syn ring) 56.60 57.85 59.00 1.25 2.40
syn,anti,syn-PeCU 10 56.65 57.85 60.75 1.20 4.10
a
as determined from optimized geometries at the B3LYP/6-3 lg(d) level

= Jiathca1 or cation 3hycIrocarbon
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0.75°, while with svn,anti-cation 9b, where twisting is presumably more facile, 0

increases by 3.75° and 2.40°. Thus the hypothesis that twisting is the key factor in

explaining the greater reactivity of 9 versus 8 is incorrect.

One rationale to explain the observation that 0 increases where it is predicted to

decrease is that the bridgehead carbons of the bridgehead radicals and cations of 2-5 and

7-10 are more planar than that of their hydrocarbon parents. This change in geometry

and the accommodating geometric changes in the rest of the molecule may account for

the changes in 0.

It is conceivable that the observed rates for bridgehead hydrogen atom abstraction

from 2-5 and for solvolysis of bridgehead chlorides of 7-10 can be rationalized solely by

the ability of the polycycle to form a planar intermediate. One method of analyzing

planarity is examination of the dihedral angle between two substituents on an atom, in

this case a carbon, looking down the bond of another substituent. For example, in a pure

3H'

2H 3H\/2H
1200

3H-H2

Figure 4.7. Newman projections of the dihedral angles in
tetrahedral pyramidal and planar methylradical
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tetrahedral pyramidal methyiradical, the dihedral angle between two hydrogens looking

down another C-H bond is 120°; whereas, in planar methylradical, the dihedral angle

between two hydrogens looking down the third C-H bond is 180°, Figure 4.7. Table 4.4

lists the planarity dihedral angles and the change in plananty angles, A, for the

bridgehead radicals and cations of ring systems 2-5 and 7-10. The drive for planarity is

greater for bridgehead cations than for bridgehead radicals, but there is no other

discernable trend in the plananty of the bridgehead carbons in ring systems 2-5 and 7-10.

The bridgehead cation for syn,syn-tetracyclodecane 8 is overall more planar than its

svn,anti counterpart, which is the opposite to what would be expected based upon the

rates of solvolysis for the corresponding bridgehead chlorides. Interestingly, the

Table 4.4. Change in bridgehead planarity angles c for the bridgehead radicals and
cations of ring systems 2-5 and 710a,b

for aave for LcTave for for
nave bridgehead bridgehead bridgehead bridgehead

ring system radicaic cationc radica1 cation'
endo-TrCO2 108.73 114.97 139.10 6.23 30.37
exo-TrCO3 106.90 112.83 138.67 5.93 31.77
endo,exo-TeCN 4 107.57 113.53 137.87 5.96 30.77
exo,exo-TeCN5 106.07 111.63 136.83 5.56 30.30
TrCN7 118.37 127.43 149.50 9.00 31.13
svn,syn-TeCD8 117.73 126.93 148.93 9.20 31.20
svn,anti-TeCD 9 117.50 126.50 147.73 9.00 30.23
syn,anti,syn-PeCU 10 116.80 125.70 146.60 8.90 29.80
afrom the B3LYP/6-3 lg(d) optimized geometries All angles are dihedral angles
i.e. is the angle between carbons 2 and 7 looking down the 1-8 bond, 2 is the
angle between carbons 2 and 8 looking down the 1-7 bond, and c is the angle
between carbons 7 and 8 looking down the 1-2 bond ave= (i + G2+ Y3) / 3.
d LY = radica1 or cation ahydrocarbon
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bridgehead radical of endo,exo-tetracyclononane 4 is overall slightly more planar than its

exo,exo counterpart in agreement with the rates for hydrogen abstraction by tert-butoxy

radical. However, due to the lack of an overall trend, it is impossible to state that the

increase in planarity in the bridgehead radical of endo,exo-tetracyclononane 4 is the

factor that produces the increase in rate of bridgehead hydrogen atom abstraction

observed.

We have now established that the observed rates for bridgehead hydrogen

abstraction from 2-5 and the rates of solvolysis of bridgehead chlorides of 7-10 are not

contingent on the ability of the polycycle to form a bisected or planar intermediate. We

can now take a step back and examine the logistics of a related system: the allyl-

radical/cation system and its similarities with the cyclopropyl-methyl radical/cation

system. In the allyl-radical/cation system, the spin and charge densities are evenly split

between the original radical/cation center and the y-carbons. The
13 bond lengths reflect

this in that a long 13 bond is indicative of a large amount of delocalization. In the case of

polycycles 1-10, a large change in f3 bond length between bridgehead radical or cation

and hydrocarbon would attest to the flexibility of the polycycle in accommodating

geometric changes needed for increased stabilization.

Therefore, an examination of the 13 bond lengths of 1-10 and their bridgehead

radicals and cations was completed. In addition, since all attempts to calculate the

transition states for hydrogen abstraction from the bridgehead position of 1-5 were

unsuccessful, analysis of the 13 bond lengths of the bridgehead radicals and cations of 1-5

may allow an estimation of the polarity of the transition states.
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As displayed in Table 4.5, the bridgehead radicals and cations of 1-10 have longer

13 bonds than their hydrocarbon parents do. Specifically, the bridgehead cation of

syn,anti-tetracyclodecane 9 has an average 13 bond length (1.625 A) that is greater than

that of its syn,syn-tetracyclodecane 8 counterpart (1.584 A). In addition, the change in
1

bond length from hydrocarbon to bridgehead cation is greater for 9 (Avg. bond13 =

0.092 A) than for 8 (Avg. Abond1.3 = 0.056), which is consistent with the observed order

of solvolysis of the bridgehead chlorides of 9 and 8. In the case of the bridgehead

radicals of endo,exo-tetracyclononane 4 versus exo,exo-tetracyclononane 5, the average 13

bond length for 4 is greater than that for 5, and the average changes of just the

cyclopropane rings in 13 bond length are equivalent. This can be explained when the

individual changes in 13 bond length are considered. The exo 13 bond length of 5 is 1.524

A and 1.549 A in its bridgehead radical, giving a change in 13 bond length of 0.025 A.

The endo and exo 13 bonds of 4 are 1.525 A and 1.526 A respectively. The same bonds in

the bridgehead radical of 4 are 1.540 A and 1.560 A, giving changes in 13 bond length of

0.015 A and 0.034 A. The exo 13 bond of the bridgehead radical of 4 is 0.011 A longer

than in the bridgehead radical of 5, indicating that the exo
1

bond of 4 individually offers

greater delocalization with a bridgehead radical than an exo 13 bond of 5.

To determine the amount of carbocation character in the transition states for

hydrogen abstraction from 1-5 by tert-butoxy radical, we can hypothesize that the

activation energies for the constant temperature hydrogen atom abstraction reactions from

1-5 parallel the amount of delocalization available to the reactive carbon center at the

transition state, which in turn parallels the delocalization available to the intermediate,



Table 4.5. Average length (A)a, change in lengths (A)bc, and sum of change in lengths (A ) of3 bonds of 1-10 and their
bridgehead radicals and cations

Avg. Bond1..3 Avg. Bond13 Avg. Avg. Sum Sum
2 I for for ABond3 for ABond1.3 for A11ond13 for Aloud1..3 for

4 Avg. bridgehead bridgehead bridgehead bridgehead bridgehead bridgehead
ring system Bond1..3 radical cation radical cation radical cation

norbornane 1 1.558 1.572 1.605 0.014 0.047 0.043 0.140
endo-TrCO 2 1.547 1.561 1.586 0.014 0.039 0.041 0.118
exo-TrCO3 1.546 1.565 1.622 0.019 0.076 0.057 0.227
endo,exo-TeCN4 1.534 1.555 1.608 0.021 0.074 0.062 0.221
exo,exo-TeCN5 1.530 1.551 1.613 0.021 0.083 0.063 0.249
bicyclo[2.2.2]octane 6
TrCN7 1.546 1.570 1.633 0.024 0.087 0.073 0.261
syn,syn-TeCD8 1.529 1.552 1.584 0.024 0.056 0.071 0.248
syn,anti-TeCD 9 1.533 1.559 1.625 0.026 0.092 0.077 0.275
PeCU 10 1.520 1.549 1.618 0.029 0.098 0.087 0.294

a B3LYP/6-31g(d) b bond 4 decreased 0.001 to 0.006 A in the bridgehead radicals and calions compared to the
hydrocarbons C Abond bOfldradica or hydrocarbon bOfldlly(irocarhon.

00
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in krej = in = inA - Arrhenius Equation
k2 A1 RT

a =CxA/I

Afl = C'[CR(zbond1R + zbond2R + L\bond3R) +

Cc(Abond1 + zbond2 + Abond3)]

iflkrei = C'[CR(AbondlR +Abond2R +Abond3R)+ 45
C(Abond1 +zbond2 +Abond3)]+K

where K=ln--. 4.6A2

equation 4.3. Therefore, by calculating the fraction of radical and cation 13 bond length

changes that best correlate with the observed relative rates, we should be able to predict

the amount of cationic character in the transition state. Starting from the Arrhenius

equation and assuming a constant temperature (40°C), a plot of the natural log of the

relative rates versus the change in
13 bond lengths, equation 4.5, would show a linear

correlation if the hypothesis were true. Multiplying the change in radical bonds by

CR=l.O and the change in cation bonds by C=0.O gave the best correlation coefficient of

0.97, Figure 4.8. Inclusion of 10% cation character reduces the correlation coefficient to

0.94. This demonstrates that the transition states for hydrogen atom abstraction by t-

butoxy-radical from 1-5 have little polarity.



Regression e1uding endoTCO 2 (R=O.972)
35 - Regression including endoTCO 2 (R=O.966)

3 RawDataPoints

0.045 0.050 0.055 0.060 0.065

-' Equation 4.5 (CR=l.O, Cc=O.0)

Figure 4.8. Sum of the changes in 13 bond length of 1-5 versus Ln krei for hydrogen atom abstraction
from the bridgehead by tert-butoxy radical.

00
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ELECTRONIC STABILIZATION

Incorporating transition state theory, equations 4.7 and 4.8, with the Arrhenius

equation allows us to substitute the enthalpy of activation for the energy of activation,

equation 4.9. If the enthapies of activation for hydrogen abstraction at 40°C from 1-5

Ea =AH+RT
4.7

AE =(AH +RT)(AH +RT)=MH
4.8

A1 AE A1 AAHink
A2 RT A2 RT 49

AH=CxAH 4.10

AAHCxAAH 4.11

A1 CMHS
iflkri = In-- 4.12RT

parallel the enthalpies of stabilization for the bridgehead radicals, equations 4.10 and

4.11, then we can substitute the enthalpies of stabilization for hydrogen abstraction from

1-5 for the enthalpies of activation for the bridgehead radical formation. Again assuming

a constant temperature and pressure, all modifications can be combined into equation

4.12. A plot of the natural log of the relative rates of bridgehead hydrogen atom

abstraction from hydrocarbons 1-5 using t-BuOCI, versus the enthalpies of stabilization
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+ + 4.13

would reveal any correlation between the observed rates and the stability of the formed

radicals, Figure 4.9. The stabilization enthalpies (zH) of bridgehead radicals of 1-5 were

determined from isodesmic reactions such as that illustrated in isodesmic reaction 4.13,

comparing the stabilization of the a-cyclopropyl annelated radicals with norborn-1-yl

using enthalpies determined at the B3LYP/6-31g(d) level plus scaled zero-point energies

and thermal corrections. Similarly, as another test for the polarity of the transition state,

the stabilization enthalpies of bridgehead carbocations of 1-5, as determined by isodesmic

reaction 4.14, were also examined The stabilization enthalpies of the bridgehead

radicals show a good correlation (R=O.95), whereas the stabilization enthalpies of the

bridgehead cation do not (R=O.90). This suggests that the rate of formation of the

bridgehead radical from hydrocarbons 1-5 is contingent on the stability of the formed

radical. Thus, there is agreement with the earlier observation that the transition state for

hydrogen atom abstraction from 2-5 is not polar.

The nature of the stabilization of the bridgehead radicals was examined by

viewing the spin densities. Spin density represents the average location of unpaired
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1
Regression excluding endoTCO (R=0.952)

4
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zH from Isodesmic Equation 4.13

Figure 4.9. The natural log of the relative rate of hydrogen abstraction from the bridgehead versus the
stabilization enthalpies determined from i sodesmic reaction 4.13 (B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d)/IB3LYP/6-3 1 g(d)).
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Table 4.6. Calculated spin densities for bisected cyclopropyl-methyl radical and
the bridgehead radicals of 1-5

Bridgehead radical Cl C4 CS C6
norbornan-1-yl 0.949 0.052a o.52c

endo-TrCO-1-yl 0.949 0.045 0.031 0.053
exo-TrCO-1-yl 0.911 0.105 0.036 0.054
endo, exo-TeCN-1-yl 0.907 0.049 (endo) 0.032 0.108 (exo)
exo, exo-TeCN-1-yl 0.89 0.093 0.037 0.093
a Carbon 3 of norborn-1-yl. Carbon 4 of norbom-1-yl

Carbon 5 of norbom-L-yl

electron(s) within a molecule. The spin densities of bridgehead radicals of 1-5 are shown

empirically in Figure 4.10 and Table 4.6; as a reference, bisected cyclopropyl-methyl

radical is included. In bisected cyclopropyl-methyl radical the spin density is centered on

the radical site, with Walsh orbital overlap evenly split on both y-carbons. Norborn-1-yl

demonstrates the amount of stabilization available through hyperconjugation with a

normal sp-sp3 (C2-C3) bond. Interestingly, endo-tricyclooctane 2 shows less spin

density at the y-carbon of the cyclopropane ring (C2-C4) than the y-carbon on the normal

sp3-sp3 (C6-C7) bond. exo-Tricyclooctane 3, on the other hand, has twice as much spin

on the cyclopropane y-carbon (C2-C4) compared to the sp3-sp3 y-carbon (C6-C7). Most

telling is endo,exo-tetracyclononane 4; the difference between the spin density at the y-

carbons on the endo (C6-C8) and exo (C2-C4) rings is marked. It is apparent from the

spin densities that cyclopropyl rings fused in the exo position stabilizes a radical at the

bridgehead better than an endo-cyclopropyl ring in the norbornane ring system.
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Figure 4.10. Calculated spin densities (B3LYP/6-31g(d)) of (a) bisected cyc1opropyl-methy1 radical and (b-g)
bridgehead radicals of hydrocarbons 1-5
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A visual examination of the spin densities of the bridgehead radicals of the parent

hydrocarbons from the endo-side of 1-5 is presented in Figure 4.11. The rigid nature of

the norbornane ring system forces the backside of the orbital at the bridgehead radical

center to be pointed in an endo orientation. As a result, cyclopropane rings fused in the

endo position, with fused Walsh orbital exo on the norbornane skeleton, have limited

capacity for delocalization with a radical at the bridgehead. However, cyclopropane rings

fused in the exo position, with fused Walsh orbital on the endo side of the norbomane

skeleton, are more able to interact with a bridgehead radical.

CONCLUSIONS

The hydrogen abstracting agent in the photo-induced hydrogen atom abstraction

from 1-5 in the presence of t-butyl-hypochlorite is t-butoxy-radical. Although hydrogen

atom abstractions by t-butoxy-radical are known to have polar transition states, attempts

to connect the rates of hydrogen atom abstraction from the bridgehead position of 1-5

with polar character showed little correlation.

de Meijere's proposal that the ability of the polycyclic hydrocarbon to "twist" and

form a more bisected radical or cation intermediate determines the rates of solvolysis and

hydrogen abstraction in 7-10 is not correct. In addition, the observed rates of reaction are

not contingent on the ability of the bridgehead carbon to form a planar intermediate.

However, there are good correlations between the observed relative rates of bridgehead



Cyclopropyl-methyl radical Norborn-l-yI

exo-Tncyclo[3 .2.1 .O4]octan-1-y1 endoexo-Telmcyclol3 .3.1 .O,.Ojnonan-1 -yl

endo-tricyclo[3.2.1 .O2Joctan- l-yl

exo,exo-Tetracyclo[3.3. I .O.O6Jnonan-I-yI

Figure 4.11 Spin densities of bisected cyclopropyl-methyl radical and the bridgehead radicals of 1-5 from endo side
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hydrogen atom abstraction and both the relative enthalpies of stabilization and the 3 bond

length changes of the bridgehead radicals.

With regards to the effect of endo and exo fused rings in the bicyclo2.2.1}heptane

ring systems 1-5, the backside of the radical lobe in the bridgehead radicals of 1-5 is

forced endo to the norbornane skeleton. Therefore, cyclopropyl rings fused to the

norbomane skeleton in the exo position, with Walsh orbital endo to the norbornane

skeleton, offer greater stabilization to the radical center than rings fused in the endo

position whose Walsh orbital is exo to the norbornane ring. The exo orientation

accordingly allows for better edge-on overlap with the radical center.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation of the exo-tricyc1o[3.2.1.O2'41octane'

The cycloalkane was prepared by a Simmons-Smith reaction using norbornene

and diiodomethane in the presence of a zinc-copper couple. The Zn-Cu couple was

prepared by first dissolving 0.28 g (1.55 mmol) of cupnc acetate in 28 ml of boiling

glacial acetic acid followed by the addition of 17 g (0.26 mol) of 30-mesh granular zinc.

Following the disappearance of the blue color, the acetic acid was decanted off, and the

Zn-Cu couple was washed with 28 ml of boiling glacial acetic acid followed by three 30

ml washes of anhydrous ether. The moist Zn-Cu couple was then transferred to a 250 ml

3-neck reaction flask equipped with a condenser, dropping funnel and a stir bar. To the

reaction flask, 75 ml of anhydrous ether was added along with a drop of diiodomethane.

The solution was stirred and gently warmed to reflux. A solution of 11.5 ml (0.14 mol)

of diiodomethane and 10.8 g (0.114 mol) of norbornene was dropped slowly into the

reaction mixture over a period of 1.5 h. External heating was discontinued after all the

solution was added. The reaction mixture was stirred for 40 h and turned a deep purple.

After removal of the Zn-Cu couple by filtration, the ether solution was washed with 50 ml

of ice cold 1 M HC1, followed by 3 x 50 ml washings of water. After drying over

MgSO4, there remained an oily, yellow liquid. The product was isolated and purified by

distillation (b.p. 130-132°); about 5 g (41% yield) of exo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane was

obtained.
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Preparation of t-Butoxyhypoch1orite"

To a solution of 25 g of sodium hydroxide in 140 ml of water, was added 23.15 g

(0.3 13 mol) of commercial grade tert-butyl alcohol in 140 ml of water in a three-neck 500

ml flask equipped with a mechanical stirrer, a gas inlet and a gas outlet. The flask was

maintained at 10-15 °C by means of an ice-water bath. Chlorine gas was rapidly passed

through the mixture for a half an hour then at a slow rate for another half an hour. The

upper golden yellow layer was separated, washed with 3 x 45 ml of 10% sodium

carbonate followed by 4 x 35 ml of water, dried over CaCl2 and distilled, yielding 20 ml

of t-butylhypochlorite. The purity was confirmed by refractive index (1.4011 at 21.5°C).

Photochiorination of exo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane

Six solutions were prepared for irradiation, three solutions with trichioroethene

trap (samples 2A-C) and three without (samples lA-C). All solutions contained 0.40 ml

(0.00334 mol) of exo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane in 0.8 ml of CC14 and 0.2 ml of t-BuOCl.

To samples 2A-C was added 0.012 ml (0.095 M) of trichioroethene. The solutions were

then placed separately in a 40° ± 1 °C oil bath and irradiated with a 275 watt Sylvania

bulb at 10 inches for 30 mm. The original yellow color turned clear upon reaction.
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The solutions were analyzed on a HP5890 GCMS equipped with FID detector and

a capillary carbowax column (initial temperature 60 °C, hold 4 mm., increase to 150 °C at

3 °C/min, hold 10 mm.). Each solution was found to contain five monochiorinated

compounds (m/z 142/144). The untrapped samples (lA-C) yielded monochioride

products in the ratios 2.74 13.94 : 74.74 : 8.61 and the trapped solutions (2A-C) yielded

the product ratios of 2.70 : 13.47 : 74.52 9. The monochiorinated products were isolated

with preparative GC, and identified by 'HNMR.

Preparation of endo,exo-tetracyclo[3.3. 1.O24.O6SJnonaneC

The Simmons-Smith reaction of diiodomethane and endo-tncyclo[3 .2.1 .02'4jJoct-6-

ene was employed to prepare endo,exo-tetracyclo[3.3.1.02'4.06'8]nonane. Approximately 3

g of Zn-Cu couple, 3 ml of ether, and a drop of diiodomethane was placed in a 50 ml 3-

neck round bottom flask fitted with a water-jacketed condenser and a dropping funnel.

Both the dropping funnel and the condenser were capped with CaC12 drying tubes and the

pot heated to reflux. A solution of 2.00 g (0.0188 mol) of endo-tricyclo{3.2.1.02'4joct-6-

ene, 3.7 ml (0.034 mol) of diidomethane, and 5 ml of ether was placed in the dropping

funnel and added dropwise over a period of one hour. Heat was continued for an

additional 5 mm, then it was turned off and the solution stirred for another 48 h in the

dark. After filtering off the remaining Zn-Cu couple, the ether solution was washed with

3 x 3 ml with a 0.1 M solution of HC1, then with water until the water layer was no longer
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acidic. The ether layer was then dried with MgSO4 and distilled. The reaction yielded

0.3 g (13 % yield) of endo,exo-tetracyclo[3.3.1.02'4.06'8]-nonane.

Photochiorination of endo,exo-tetracyclo{3.3.1 .02'4.06'8jnonane

Using CC!4 (0.6 ml) as a solvent, a photolysis solution containing endo,exo-

tetracyclo{3.3.1.02'4.06'8]nonane (0.06 g, 0.52 molal), t-butylhypochlonte (51 p1, 0.47

molal), and cyclohexane (78.6 M1 0.76 molal), as an internal standard, was made. Six

sealed Pyrex ampoules containing 0.1 ml of the photolysis solution were placed in a 40 °C

oil bath and 8 inches away from a 275 Watt Sylvania sunlamp and photolyzed for 2

hours. Monochiorinated products were identified by GCMS (m/z 155/157) and by

retention time comparison with previous results.
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APPENDIX I. CALCULATION OF DIHEDRAL ANGLE 0 IN 2-5 AND 7-10.

The dihedral angle from the center of the radical or cation orbital lobe to the

perpendicular to the bisector of the cyclopropane ring, 0, can be determined from a

combination of several other angles. Dihedral angle 0, as displayed in a Newman

projection looking down the C2-Cl bond of 2-5 or 7-10 in Figure Ic, is the dihedral from

the asterix to the perpendicu'ar to the bisector of the cyclopropane ring (the dotted lines),

where the asterix is the center of radical or cation lobe, or the Cl-Hi bond in the

hydrocarbon. The first step in calculating 0 is determining angle
13 Figure Ia. Angle 13

can be determined by subtracting angle a from 3600 and dividing the difference by two,

equation A. Dihedral a corresponds to the C7-C2-Cl-C8 in 2-3, C8-C2-Cl-C9 and C2-

C8-C1-C9 in 4-5, C7-C2-Cl-C8 in 7, and C2-C8-Cl-C9 and C8-C2-Ci-C9 in 8-10.

However, the differing polycyclic natures of 2-S and 7-10 may cause a radical or cation at

Cl to be slightly off from center (i.e. a line drawn from the asterixed position may not

bisect angle a). Therefore a correction factor K, equation B, was designed to account for

the idiosyncrasies of each ring system. Correction factor K is the difference between the

calculated value for angle (3 and the actual angle (3for the hydrocarbon (example H1-C2-

Cl-C8 in 2-3). The next step in calculating dihedral angle 0 is determination of dihedral

q, Figure lb. Angle is the dihedral between the perpendicular to the bisector of the

cyclopropane ring and the bridge carbon (C8 in 2-3 and 7, and C9 in 4-5 and 8-10), and is

readily determined by equation C. Finally, dihedral angle 0 is the difference between

dihedrals and (3, equation D, Figure Ic.
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PHOTOCHLORINATION OF ENDO-TRICYCLO[3.2.1.02'4IOCTANE
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ABSTRACT

The photochiorination of endo-tricyclo[3.2.1 .024] octane with tert-butyl

hypochiorite at 40 °C has been undertaken. The previous photochiorination of endo-

tricyclo[3.2. 1 .02'4joctane reported the major product as anti-8-chloro-endo-

tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane. However, in this study the major product was identified as

exo-6-chloro-endo-tric yclo[3 .2.1.02.4]octane. The relative rates of hydrogen atom

abstraction of the aiu'i-8-hydrogen compared to the hydrogen on the 7 position of

norbomane has been revised, and the results compared to various hydrogen abstraction

rates from the literature.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1972, Freeman and coworkers reported the radical photochiorination of exo-

and endo-tricyclo [3.2.1.O24]octane with tert-butyl hypochiorite.' From the

photochiorination of endo-tricyclo[3 .2.1 .O24]octane (1), Freeman identified four

monochiorinated products in a 66:27:5:2 ratio, equation 5.1. The 66% component was

hv

6

t-BuOCI
1

66%

2 minor
+ +

components 5.1
3

27%

identified as anti-8-chloro-endo-tricyclooctane 2, and the 27% product as rearranged

chiorohydrocarbon 3 (endo-4-chloro-tricyclo[3.3.O.02'8joctane). Freeman suggested that

radical 4, formed from hydrogen abstraction by tert-butoxy radical of the anti-8-hydrogen

in 1, could rearrange to give radical 5, equation 5.2, which in turn reacts to form

chlorohydrocarbon 3. The consequence of such a scheme would indicate that tert-butoxy

radical abstracted the anti-S-hydrogen from 1 at least 93% of the time. Comparative to

norbornane, this gives a rate ratio of abstraction of the anti-C8-hydrogen in 1 to the C7

t-BuO-

5.2
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hydrogen in norbomane of 100 ± 181b In addition, the large amount of anti-C8

hydrogen abstraction from 1 opens the door for the inclusion of possible

trishomocyclopropenyl radical 6 and trishomocyclopropenyl anchimeric assistance in the

transition state. No exo-6-chloro-endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane 7, Figure 5.1, was

observed. The reinvestigation of the radical photochiorination of 1 is the subject of this

chapter.

Figure 5.1 trishomocyclopropenyl radical 6 and 6-
chloro-endo-tricyclo[3 .2.1 .02'4]octane 7

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the photolysis of a 1.5:1 molar ratio solution of 1 to tert-butoxy

hypochlorite, five monochiorinated hydrocarbons were detected by GCMS (mlz 142/144)

in a ratio of 72:17:7:3:0.8. Although the amount isolated of each monochiorinated

product was too minute for infrared and ultaviolet spectroscopic characterization, each

product component was examined by NMR methods to the greatest extent possible. The

0.8% and 3% components were not isolated with sufficient purity to be identified. The

remainder of the discussion will be confined to the three major products.
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The 71% component was of primary interest because if this product was

confirmed as 2, then additional studies on possible intermediate 6 could be undertaken.

Therefore, the 71% component was subjected to vigorous and detailed NMR

spectroscopic studies. A summary of the NMR data for the 71% component is given in

Table 5.1. The 71% component gave '3CNMR signals at 17.4, 20.3, 21.0, 37.3, 40.5,

45.6, 50.7, and 59.5, Figure 5.2. The proton NMR of the 71% component gave signals at

0.77 (2H, unresolved multiplet), 1.41 (2H, unresolved multiplet), 1.68 (1H, doublet of

triplets), 1.81 (1H, doublet of doublet of doublets), 1.98 (1H, doublet of pentets), 2.06

(1H, doublet of triplets), 2.37 (1H, broad singlet), 2.42 (1H, broad singlet), 3.76 (1H,

doublet of quartets). Furthermore, 2D-NMR experiments were used to identify proton-

proton couplings, and proton-carbon pairing. The COSY, the proton-proton 2D

experiment, Figure 5.3, revealed couplings between protons assisting with identification

of signals that were unresolved in the 1D-'HNMR. The polycyclic nature of this

component was evident because in addition to 3-proton and geminal couplings, small

long-distance "w" couplings were observed in the COSY spectrum. The heteronuclear

multiple quantum coherence2'3 (HMQC) 2D-NMR experiment, Figure 5.4, revealed

couplings between carbons and protons that are alpha to each other, thus connecting

protons to specific carbons. The heteronuclear multiple bond correlations2'4 (HIVIBC)

2D-NMR experiment, Figure 5.5, showed couplings between protons and the carbons that

are beta or gamma to them. From this experiment the skeletal structure of the 71%

component was pieced together. Combining the data of the various NMR experiments

the 71% component was identified as exo-6-chloro-endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane, 7. In

addition, B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d)3 calculations of the proton and carbon NMR shifts for 7 and 2



Table 5.1 Summary of NMR experiments for the 71% product component from the radical photochiorination of I
identified as exo-6-chloro-endo-tricyclo[3 .2. 1 .02'4]octane 7.

proton proton J COSY Couplings a carbona carbon 3 and y carbonsh

2 37 HI
115, 114, 1-17-cso, Cl 37 3 C4
H8-anti, 1-18-sw:

1.39-1.43 H2 HI, 113-anti, 113-vvi: C2 20.3 Cl, C4, CS, C6
0.76-0.79 H3-anti 112,114, C3 17.4 CI, C2, C4, C5
0.76-0.79 H3-syn 112,114, ('3 17.4 C1,C2,C4,C5
1.39-1.43 H4 H3-anti, 113-sw:, 115 ('4 21.0 Cl, C2, CS, C7

2.42 I-IS
H2, 111, H7-endo, ,

CS 45.6 CI,C4,C7
1-18-anti, H8-sw:

3.76-3.77 H6
Hlendo4l672 Hz; Jiiiexo.116=4.2 Hz; F17-endo, H7-exo,

Co 59.5 Cl, C2, C8
JH6-H8syn='7 Hz (w-coupling) 18-s)/i

1.78-1.84 H7-endo
J1I7(/,,.IlØ-14.2 Hz; liz; 111, 117-exo, 116,

C7 405 Cl, ('4, ('5, CS
1IIJndo1lasy,24 liz (w-coupl:ug) 11 S-syn

1.65-1.71 H7-exo Jjii.,,iiieo=14.2 Hz; J,,7,116=4.2 Hz; 1-11, H7-endo, 116 C7 40.5 Cl, C4, CO

2.05-2.07 H8-anti Hz Fit, H5, 118-svn CS 50.7
Cl, C2,C4, CS,

1.96-2.00 H8-syn JI,8,,11-H8,,=9 Hz; J,,5.,,8>=4. 1 Hz; Hi, 115, 1-17-exo, 116,
CS 50.7 C2, C6, ('7

Hz(w-coupling); J,36.,,8=1.7 Hz (w-coupling) 118-ant,
a from HMQC experiment
b from HMBC experiment H8-affii / H8-syn

C8

117-ex( \ H1
1-12

1C2
Cl /1 cC6/

H7-ed /
*114

[-16-endo
H5 C3

H1-svn H3-ati

7
t'J
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Figure 5.2 '3CNMR for the 71% product component from the photochiorination of endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4joctane



Figure 5.3 COSY NMR for the 71% product component from the photochiorination of endo-tricyclo[3.2. I .02'4]octane
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Figure 5.4 HMQC NI4IR for the 71% product component from the photochiorination of endo-tricyclo{3 .2.1 .02'4]octane



II

Figure 5.5 HMBC NMR for the 71% product component from the photochi orinati on of endo-tri cycio[3 2. 1. 02'4joctane

C
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were performed and the results compared to the experimental chemical shifts for the 71%

component, Tables 5.2a and 5.2b. It is clear that the calculated NMR values for 7 are in

excellent agreement with experiment. Specifically, with regards to the deshielding effect

of the chlorine, CS and H5 are expected to be further downfield than Ci and Hi, both of

which are observed in both the experimental NIvIR of the 71% component and calculated

delta values for 7. On the other hand, because 2 is symmetric, there are obvious

deficiencies with regards to the calculated NMR values for 2 as compared to the

experimental values for the 71% component. That is protons and carbons that are

equivalent in 2 do not correspond to equivalent signals from experiment. In addition, the

calculated NMR values for 2 are generally lower than the experimental values for the

71% component with the exception of the C8 carbon (74.6 ) of 2 which is significantly

higher than the highest carbon (59.5 ) of the 71% component.

Comparing the 400 MHz 'HNMR of the 71% product component from this

current study with the 100 MHz 'HNMR of the 66% product component from the

Freeman and Raghavan study' showed some surprising similarities especially when taken

in the light of the calculated 'HNMR spectra for 7, Table 5.2c. The delta value ranges

from Freeman's 66% component encompass the delta values for the current 77% product.

Considering many of the calculated delta values for 7 are less than 0.2 apart, it is not

surprising that the 100 MHz 'HNMR was unable to resolve the individual proton peaks.

It is therefore our conclusion that the 66% product component from the Freeman and

Raghavan study is in fact exo-6-chloro-endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane 7 and not anti-8-

chloro-endo-tricyclo[3.2. 1 .02'4]octane 2.



Tables 52a and 5.2b Actual NMR data for the 71% product component compared to calculated NMR values (B3LYP/6-3 1 g(d)zt)
for 7 and 2.

Best Fit for 7 Best Fit for 2
Actual 6 Proton Calculated S Proton Calculated 8

0.78 H3-anti 0.78 J-I3-syn 0.67
0.78 H3-syn 0.73 H3-anii 0.81
1.41 H2 1.35 1 16-cndo 1.02

1.41 H4 1.37 H7-endo 1.02
1.68 H7-exo 1.71 114 1.18
1.81 H7-endo 1.76 H2 1.18
1.98 H8-syn 2.03 H7-exo 1.90
2.06 H8-anti 2.15 116-exo 1.90
2.37 HI 2.25 HI 2.21
2.42 H5 2.26 H5 2.21
3.77 H6 3.72 H8-syn 3.96

Best Fit for 7 Best Fit for 2
Actual S Carbon Calculated 5 Carbon Calculated S

17.4 C3 18.0 C3 14.0
20.3 C4 22.9 C2 19.9
21.0 C2 23.6 C4 19.9
37.3 Cl 40.0 C6 26.2
40.5 C7 41.4 C7 26.2
45.6 C5 47.8 CI 44.8
50.7 C8 50.8 C5 44.8
59.5 C6 67.3 C8 74.6

a GIAO method
00



Table 5.2c. Comparison of the 'HNMRs for exo-6-chloro-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane (B3LYP/6-31g(d)), the 71% product
component of the photochiorination of 1 in this current study, and the 66% product component reported by Freeman and
Raghavan.

71% product Freeman andProton Calculated component Raghavan
H3-anti 0.78 0.78 0.63-0.83
H3-syn 0.73 0.78 0.63-0.83

H2 1.35 1.41 1.33-1.49
H4 1.37 1.41 1.33-1.49

H7-exo 1.71 1.68 1.58-1.81
H7-endo 1.76 1.81 1.58-1.81
H8-syn 2.03 1.98 1.87-2.14
H8-anti 2.15 2.06 1.87-2.14

HI 2.25 2.37 2.4
H5 2.26 2.42 2.4
H6 3.72 3.77 3.72

C
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The 17% component from this current study gave 'HNIMIR signals at ö 1.26 (1H,

quartet of triplets), 1.38 (IH, doublet of doublet of doublets), 1.46 (1H, unresolved

multiplet), 1.53 (1H, unresolved multiplet), 1.75 (1H, complex multiplet), 1.95 (3H,

unresolved multiplet), 2.39 (1H, complex multiplet), 2.63 (1H, quartet), and 4.17 (1H,

complex multiplet). Again a COSY experiment was helpful in distinguishing unresolved

signals from the 1D experiment, Figure 5.6. A summary of the NMR experiments

performed on the 17% component is listed in Table 5.3. Although two-dimensional

carbon-proton experiments were not performed to confirm its skeletal structure, the 17%

component was identified as endo-4-chloro-tricyclo[4.3.0.02'8]octane 3. In Freeman and

Raghavan's previous photochiorination of 1, the 27% product component was also

identified as 3. This assignment was strengthened by Freeman's independent synthesis of

3 whose 1HNMR matched that for his 27% product component.' In comparison with this

current study, the coupling constants for the proton assigned as H4 of 3 (which is geminal

with the chlorine) are 9.8 Hz, 8.8 Hz, and 6.1 Hz, which match reasonably well to that in

the Freeman and Raghavan study of 9.1 Hz, 9.1 Hz, and 6.0 Hz. The magnitude of these

coupling constants supports the endo-chionne orientation. In addition, the B3LYP/6-

31g(d) 'HNMR of 3 matches well with that of the 17% product component, Table 5.4.

The 7% component gives 'HNMR signals at 3.48 (1H, quartet), 2.52 (1H, broad

singlet), 2.42 (1H, broad singlet), 2.23 (IH, unresolved multiplet), 1.75 (1H, unresolved

multiplet), 0.98 (1H, unresolved multiplet), 0.85 (1H, unresolved multiplet), and two

large unresolved multiplets at 1.21 and 1.43 worth multiple protons, Figure 5.7. The

small amount of product obtained, and its obvious impurities ruled out the possibility of

additional NMR experiments. Unlike the 71% and the 17% product components where a



Figure 5.6 COSY NMR for the 17% product component from the photochiorination of endo-tricyclo[3.2.1 .O2'4octane



Table 5.3 Summary of NMR experiments for thel7% product component from the radical photochiorination of I identified as
endo-4-chloro-tricyclo[3.3.0.02'8loctane 3.

expt. proton calculated COSY Couplings
1.26 H2 1.14 J112111=6.6 Hz; J}p}13(.(,=6.6 Hz; Jjp =6.6 liz ill, H3-exo, I-17-cxo, H8

1.38 H3-endo 1.53 Jf13.,1J}13,= 13.3 Hz; J}j3,,j1l=9$ lit 113-exo, 1-14,

1.46 H7-endo 1 .61 H6-exo, H6-endo, H7-exo

1.53 H8 1.42 Jp45=6.6 liz HI H2, U7-exe, 116-endo

1.75 H6-exo 1.75 JH5-H6.exo--7.4 Hz H5, H6-endo, H7-endo, H7-exo
1.95 Hi 1.87 H2, H8, H5
1 .95 H6-endo 2.02 i17-endo, U6-eto,H7-exo, Ff8,
1.95 H7-exo 1 .90 FI6endo, H6exo, 117-endo, 1-18

2.39 H3-exo 2.20 JH2H3exo=6.6 Hz; JH3-endo-H3-exo'3.3 Hz; J130114=8.8 Hz H2, H3-endo, H4
2.63 H5 2.46 JF14H5=6.l Hz; JflSflóe)=7.4 Hz Hi, H4, H6-exo,
4.17 H4 4.10 JU3-endo-H4=9.8 Hz; J3o4=8.8 Hz; J11315=6.1 Hz; H3-endo, H3-exo, H5

aB3Lyp/6.31g(d) GIAO method ° Although splitting patterns indicate additional proton couplings, definitive assignment of
those constants could not be made due to other signals that were unresolved.

82
6
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Table 5.4 Actual NMR data for the 17% product component compared to calculated NMR values (B3LYP/6-31g(d)') for 3.

Best Fit for 3
Actual Proton Calculated ö

1.26 H2 1.14

1.38 H3-endo 1.53

1.46 J-17-enclo 1 .61

1.53 H8 1.42
1.75 H6-exo 1.75

1.95 HI 1.87

1.95 H6-endo 2.02
1.95 H7-exo 1.90
2.39 H3-exo 2.20
2.63 H5 2.46
4.17 H4 4.10

a GIAO method
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Figure 5.7 'HNIVIIR for the 7% product component from the photochiorination of endo-tricyc!of3.2.I.02'4}octafle
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COSY experiment helped establish coupling between protons, in the case of the 7%

product component, structural assignment is solely based on the 1D-'HNIvIR. Therefore,

it is necessary to consider all the possible products and eliminate the ones that do not fit

c1

CI 14

Figure 5.8 Compounds considered for the 7% product
component for the photochiorination of 1.

the data. Figure 5.8 contains the possible products considered. Since anti-8-chloro-endo-

tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane 2 was ruled out as the major product, it is of considerable

interest to determine whether or not it is the 7% product component. Also considered

from the endo-tricyc!o[3.2.1.02'4]octane ring system are syn-8-chloro-endo-

tricyclo[3 .2.1 .02'4joctane 8, syn- and anti-3-chloro-endo-tricyclo[3 .2.1 .02'4]octanes 9 and

10, 1 -chloro-endo-tricyclo[3 .2.1 .02'4]octane 11, 2-chloro-endo-tncyclo[3.2.1 .02'4lloctane

12, and endo-6-chloro-endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]-octane 13. It is conceivable that some of

radical 5 (Equation 5.2) may lead to exo-4-chloro-tricyclo[4.3.O.02'8]octane 14 instead of

3, so this molecule was also considered. In addition, it is possible that a radical at the C6-
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- = c1 5.3
15

position in endo-tricyclooctane can rearrange to form an exo-tricyclooctane ring, equation

5.3, therefore the product of that rearrangement, exo-6-chloro-exo-tricyclo{3 .2.1 .O24]

octane 15, was added to the list. With regards to the data, the 11iNM signal at 3.48 is

assignable to an a-chloro proton disqualifying chlorine substitution at the Cl, C2, C4, or

CS positions in the endo-tricyclo{3.2.1.02'4joctane ring from being the 7% component. In

addition the presence of two signals in the 2.5 region, in which bridgehead protons are

want to appear, precludes the possibility of a symmetrical compound, i.e. the 7%

component is chlorine substituted at the syn- or anti- positions of C3 or C8. The

possibility of rearrangement of a radical at the C6-position in endo-tricyclooctane to an

exo-tricyclooctane ring is ruled out because this rearrangement was observed if

inadequate care was taken during product isolation (see experimental section for details).

The product of this rearrangement, 15, presents a different 'HNMR (COSY in Figure 5.9)

than the 7% product component, and is readily identifiable by NOE between the H3-syn

and H8-syn protons. In addition, the 'HNMR spectra of 15 has been previously reported

by Freeman and Ragahavan1 and is in excellent agreement with that in this current

experiment. This leaves two compounds, endo-6-chloro-endo-tricyclooctane 13 and exo-

4-chloro-tricyclooctane 14 still in the running for the 7% product component. In an

attempt to clarify the identification of the 7% product component, NMR calculations at

the B3LYP/6-31g(d) level have been carried out and compared with the experimental

1HNMR values of the 7% product component, Tables 5.5a and 5.5b. The average
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Figure 5.9 COSY NIvIR of
exo6*ch!0rOeXO-triCYC10[3.2.12' ]octane 15
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Table 5.5a and 5.5b Actual NMR data for the 7% product component compared to calculated NMR values (B3LYP/631g(d)a)

for 2, 8, 13 and 14 and the 5% product component from Freeman and Raghavan.
Best fit for 2 Best fit for 8

Actual 6 (7% product) Freeman & Raghavan (5% product) Proton Calculated 6 Proton Calculated 6
0.85 0.84-1.03 H3-anti 0.67 H3-anti 1.02
0.98 1.18 H3-svn 0.81 H3-syn 1.10
1.21 1.18-1.47 H7-endo 1.02 H7-endo 1.13
1.21 1.18-1.47 H6-endo 1.02 H6-endo 1.13

1.43 1.47-1.66 1-14 1.18 117-exo 1.37

1.43 1.66-1.86 H2 1.18 H6-exo 1.37
1.75 1.86-2.20 H7-exo 1.90 H4 1.70
2.23 1.86-2.10 H6-exo 1.90 H2 1.70
2.42 2.18-2.52 HI 2.2 HI 2.16
2.52 2.18-2.52 H5 2.2 H5 2.16
3.48 3.95 1-18-anti 3.96 H8-svn 4.04

Best flt for 13 Best fit for 14
Actual 6 (7% product) Freeman & Raghavan (5% product) I'roton Calculated 6 Proton Calculated 6

0.85 0.84-1.03 H3-anti 1.03 H6-endo 1.23
0.98 1.18 H7-anti 1.33 H8 1.45
1.21 1.18-1.47 H4 1.39 H7-endo 1.51

1.21 1.18-1.47 H2 1.48 H2 1.55
1.43 1.47-1.66 H8-anti 1.64 H7-exo 1.86
1.43 1.66-1.86 H3-syn 1.81 H6-exo 1.93
1.75 1.86-2.20 H7-exo 1.90 H3-endo 1.93
2.23 1.86-2.10 H8-syn 2.10 H3-exo 2.15
2.42 2.18-2.52 Hi 2.19 Hi 2.32
2.52 2.18-2.52 H5 2.34 H5 2.68
3.48 3.95 H6-exo 4.03 H4 3.89

a GIAO method
00
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difference between the experimental 1JIvII of the 7% product component and the

calculated 'HNMR for endo-6-chloro-endo-tricyclooctane 13 is 0.25 5 and while the

average difference is 0.30 5 for the calculated 'HNMR for exo-4-chloro-tricyclooctane

14. While neither of these is a superb fit, the calculations support 13 over 14 as being the

7% product component. In addition, radical substitution in norbornane-like ring

structures often display both exo- and endo- substitution on the 2-carbon bridges; exo-

substitution is generally much greater than endo-substitution due to steric effects.6

Therefore, endo-6-chloro-endo-tricyclooctane 13 is an expected minor product

considering that exo-6-chloro-endo-tricyclooctane 7 is the major product. It is our

conclusion that the 7% product component from the radical photochiorination of 1 with

tert-butyl hypochiorite is 13.

The most remarkable result of the product characterization is that the major

product is exo-6-chloro-tricyclooctane 7, and not anti-8-chloro-tncyclooctane 2. Indeed,

none of the three major products was identified as 2, although the 17% component 3 is

believed to arise from hydrogen atom abstraction of the anti-8 hydrogen as outlined in

Equation 5.2. From the kinetic analysis, Table 5.6, tert-butoxy radical abstracts a

Table 5.6 Rates of hydrogen atom abstraction by tert-butoxy radical from endo-
tricyclo{3 .2.1 .02'4]octane 1 per hydrogen.

Hydrogen Location kllkcvclohexane krei (to norbornane)
endo-tricyclo[3.2. 1.02'4}octane

0.95 ± 0.15 1.04 ±0.18(whole molecule)
C8 hydrogen 1.98 ± 0.30 16.26 ± 4.04 (vs. H7)
exo-C6 hydrogen 4.10 ± 0.63 1.55 ± 0.26 (vs. exo-H2)
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hydrogen atom from endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane 0.95 times as fast as it abstracts a

hydrogen atom from cyclohexane. Equation 5.2 illustrates how photochiorination

product 3 is believed to arise from hydrogen atom abstraction of the anti-8 hydrogen,

however, it is concievable that abstraction of the syn-8-hydrogen could also lead to

radical 5. Therefore, the relative rate of abstraction for a hydrogen atom on C8 of 2.0 ±

0.3 versus cyclohexane on a per hydrogen basis needs to be clarified in terms of syn

versus anti-hydrogen. We can assume, reasonably, that the syn-C8 hydrogen of 1, with

the same bridge angle strain as norbornane, would be abstracted with a relative rate

identical to the 7-position of norbornane, since there is no opportunity for backside

anchimeric assistance. Given that t-butoxy radical abstracts the C7 hydrogen from

norbomane 0.12 times as fast as it abstracts a hydrogen from cyclohexane, the relative

rate of abstraction for a anti-hydrogen atom on C8 in 1 is 1.86 versus cyclohexane on a

per hydrogen basis, and > 15.5 versus the C7 hydrogen in norbomane. Although

abstraction of the exo-C6 hydrogen atom is the major product with tert-butoxy radical,

relative to the C2 position of norborriane the rate is only 1.55 ± 0.26.

CONCLUSIONS

The major product in the photochlorination of 1 with tert-butyl hypochiorite is

exo-6-chloro-tricyclooctane 7. Given that the only product that comes from hydrogen

atom abstraction of the anti-8 hydrogen in 1 is rearranged chiorohydrocarbon 3, the

revised rate ratio of abstraction of the anti-C8-hydrogen in 1 to the C7 hydrogen in
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norbornane is 15.5. Whereas this relative rate increase may still suggest the possibility

of trishomocyclopropenium radical 6, the B3LYP/631g* optimized geometry of anti-8-

endo-tricyclo{3.2.l.02'4]oct-yl reveals only the slightest amount of leaning of the bridge

carbon (C8) toward the cyclopropane bond, Figure 5.10. The C2-05-C1-C8 dihedral

angle in 1 is 122.1° and 120.7° in anti-8-endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]oct-yl. However,

anchimeric assistance in the transition state is still a distinct possibility. Table 5.7

compares the current study of the relative reactivities of the anti-8-hydrogen of 1 andthe

one carbon bridge (C7) hydrogen in norbornane in t-butyl hypochlorite photochiorination

at 40° with that of various hydrogens as reported by Walling and Thaler on a per

hydrogen basis using cyclohexane as the standard.7 First, abstraction of the one carbon

bridge hydrogen from norbomane is significantly slower than abstraction of a

cyclohexane hydrogen despite the fact that both are secondary hydrogens. This can be

rationalized by the strain required to obtain a preferred planar radicaL8 The angle of the

bridge carbon in norbornane (C1-C7-C4) is only 94.4° at the B3LYP/6-31g(d) level, a

long way from the ideal 120°. Indeed, abstraction of H7 from norbornane is more than

6.5 times slower than abstraction of a hydrogen from cyclopentane which is less strained

and more able to adopt a planar geometry. One the other hand, although the bridge

carbon angle for 1 (C1-C8-05) is only 93.5°, abstraction of the anti-8-hydrogen from 1 is

twice as fast as abstraction as a hydrogen from cyclopentane. It is clear that some

interaction has occurred that stabilizes removal of the anti-8-hydrogen from 1. Most

reasonable is trishomocyclopropenyl anchimeric assistance from cyclopropane bond in

the transition state.



endo-tncyclo[3 .2.1.02.4] octane 1 endo-8-tncyclo[3.2. 1 .o2'4]oct-yl

Figure 5.10 B3LYP/631g* geometries of endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.024]octane 1 and endo-8-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4loct-yl

L')
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Table 5.7 Relative reactivities of hydrogens in t-butyl hypochionte
photochiorination on a per hydrogen basis.

compound relative reactivities

25.4

H
4.04

1.86

H/\ 1.40

1.32

H

1.00

H
0.92

0.80
H

tic;i

0.67

0.12
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EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation of endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4loctane 1

endo-Tricyclo[3.2. 1.02'4]octa-6-ene was prepared using the method of Closs and

Krantz.9 A solution of ally! chloride (96 ml, 1.2 mol) and mineral oil (60 ml) was added

dropwise over a period of four hours to a suspension of sodium amide (35 g, 0.9 mol) in

100 ml of mineral oil. The reaction was heated to 85° C and the resulting cyclopropene

(g) was bubbled under a slow stream of argon into a solution of cyclopentadiene (7 g, 0.1

mol) in 250 ml of pentane kept at 0° C. The pot was heated for an additional half-hour

after the allyl chloride addition was complete. Unreacted sodium amide was quenched

with the careful addition of 90% methanol. The product was purified through a series of

gentle distillations including a vacuum spinning band distillation (60 mm Hg). 3.17 g of

endo-Tricyclo 3 .2.1 .02'4]octa-6-ene was produced (30% yield). The 1FINMR of endo-

tricyclo{3.2.1.02'4]octa-6-ene in CDC13 is shown in Figure 5.11.

Reduction of the olefinic bond in endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octa-6-ene was

accomplished through a Paar hydrogenation. endo-Tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octa-6-ene (3.17 g;



7,5 7.0 6.5 6.0 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 .5 0.0

Figure 5.11 'HNMR of endo-tricyclo[3 .2.1 .02'4]oct-6-ene
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0.03 mol), 96 ml of 95% ethanol, and a pinch of Pd/C were placed in a pressure flask and

subjected to 32 psi of hydrogen gas in a Paar shaker apparatus. After one hour the

pressure had reduced to and remained steady at 25 psi of H2. The Pd/C was filtered off.

and the remaining ethanol was diluted with 150 ml of water and extracted with 3 x 20 ml

of pentane. After drying with NaSO4, the pentane was distilled off leaving 3 g of 98%

endo-tricyclo[3.2. 1 .02'4loctane. The product was characterized with proton and COSY

NMR, Figure 5.12.

Photochiorination of endo -tricyclo [3.2.1 .02'4]octane

A solution of endo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4joctane (0.50 g, 0.0046 mol), tert-butyl

hypochiorite (0.35 ml, 0.0030 mol) and cyclohexane (0.32 ml, 0.0030 mol), as an internal

reference, in CC14 (1.7 ml, 0.0027 kg) was sealed in 0.5 ml ampoules. The ampoules

were placed in a 40° hot oil bath and photolyzed with a 275 Watt Sylvania sunlamp for 2

hours. The solutions were then analyzed on a Varian 3300 gas chromatograph (30 m

Carbowax capillary column, injector 250° C, detector 300° C, column ramped from 45° C

to 225° C at 10° C per minute). Rate of hydrogen atom abstraction was determined by

analyzing the loss of endo-tricyclooctane 1 and cyclohexane using CC14 as the standard.

First, the detector constant (cx) was determined by comparing the GC areas of 1 or

cyclohexane with that of CC14 as shown in Equation 5.4 Next, the concentration of 1 and

cyclohexane after the photochiorination was ascertained using the detector constant and

the GC areas of 1 or cyclohexane with that of CCL from the photochiorinated solution,



I.0

0
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Figure 5.12 COSY NMR for endo-tricyclo[3.2. I .02'4}octane
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Equation 5.5. Finally, the relative rate ratio of hydrogen abstraction from 1 to

cyclohexane was determined by the fraction of the natural log of the ratio of initial and

r (areaCCl4 )
1C1 = [flinttiai XL (area1) mit ial 5.4

5.5[1} c1
X [(areaCCl4 ) jinai

(areal)
final

[fli,titiai
1

In
I

k1 r [lI

X(%composition)X
(12 5.6

kcyclohXalie [in [cyclohexane] mu jal #H)
[cyclohexane] final ]

ending concentrations of 1 and cyciohexane, accounting for the percent composition of

each product and the number of equivalent hydrogens, Equation 5.6.

The products were isolated on a HP preparatory gas chromatograph outfitted with

a 20 foot column (13% 1,2,3-tris(2-cyanoethoxy)propane on 70/80 Anakrom A). If the

GC was heated to greater than 1200 an additional compound was detected (exo-6-chloro-

exo-tricyclo[3.2.1.02'4]octane 15, see text for description). By comparing the a-chloro

proton region (-3.0-4.0 ) of the 11TV of the product solution with that of the product

solution after it was run through the gas chromatograph, a good temperature (120°) was

found at which the products did not rearrange. The isolated products were then
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characterized by GCMS (HP5890 equipped with a 30 m SE-54 capillary column) and

NMR (Bruker ac300 and am400 MHz).

Photochiorination of norbornane

A solution of norbornane (0.58 g, 0.0061 mol), tert-butyl hypochlorite (0.82 ml,

0.0030 mol) and cyclohexane (0.56 ml, 0.0052 mol), as an internal reference, in CCI4 (5

ml, 0.0080 kg) was sealed in 0.5 ml ampoules. The ampoules were placed in a 400 hot oil

bath and photolyzed with a 275 Watt Sylvania sunlamp for 2 hours. The solutions were

then analyzed on a Varian 3300 gas chromatograph and analyzed as described above.
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ABSTRACT

The photochemical excitation of polyhalogenated aromatic compounds can lead

to dehalogenation through an excimer intermediate or, if an electron donor is present,

through an exciplex intermediate. Little research has been done on achieving an exciplex

intermediate through photoexcitation of the electron donor. This process has been

examined using ortho-dichlorobenzene as the haloarene, and N,N-dimethylaniline,

phenothiazine, aminopyrazine, and 1 ,4-dimethoxynaphthalene as the electron donors.

Although only photoexcitation of N.N-dimethylaniline lead to dehalogenation of ortho-

dichlorobenzene, a Stem-Volmer analysis of this reaction indicated the presence of the

exciplex intermediate.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Halogenated aromatic compounds, including but not limited to polychiorinated

biphenyl s (PCB s), polybrominated biphenyls (PBB s), polyhalogenated benzenes,

polychiorinated phenols, polychiorinated dioxins, and polychiorinated dibenzofurans,

have seen use in industry through applications such as fire retardants, solvents, and

pesticides. Most of these compounds are extremely toxic (some polychiorinated dioxins

are the most toxic compounds known to man),"2 and their intrinsic chemical stability

leads to their persistence in the environment and biomagnification in the food chain.3'4

Current methods of waste disposal include burning and burying, but neither of these

methods entirely eliminates the possibility of environmental exposure.5'6 An alternate

method for clean-up of halogenated aromatic compounds, photochemical dehalogenation,

has seen a extensive research from this and other laboratories.7'8 This method offers

advantages over burying or burning in that the inherent nature of halogenated aromatic

compounds means they absorb light, and sunlight is generally abundant and inexpensive.

Development of an industry-viable process for the clean-up of aromatic halides first

demands understanding of the process by which photochemical degradation proceeds.

The basic mechanistic pathway for photodehalogenation of aromatic halides, as

previously examined by this laboratory, is outlined in Figure 6.1. First, the haloarene

(ArX) absorbs a photon of light. This photon excites an electron in the highest occupied

molecular orbital (HOMO) of the haloarene into its lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

(LUMO), and transforms the aromatic halide from a ground state singlet to an excited

state singlet (ArX*l). The excited singlet haloarene may intersystem cross to an excited
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ArX hv ArX*l

ArX*3 kq[021
ArX

k
kex

[ArX ArX]

kr

products

Figure 6.1 Photodehalogenation of a haloarene through the excimer mechanism

state triplet (ArX*3) before reacting further. In many polyhalogenated aromatic

compounds the quantum yield for intersystem crossing is close to 1.0. This is due in part

to increased spin-orbit coupling attributed to the "heavy atom effect".9"° However, the

triplet state is quenched by oxygen at a diffusion controlled rate.11 Due to the high rate of

intersystem crossing, the primary path to photodehalogenation for aromatic halides is

through reaction of the triplet state, therefore photodehalogenation of haloarenes requires

the elimination of oxygen either through degassing or other means. When an excited

triplet haloarene interacts with a second ground state haloarene an excimer intermediate

is formed. It is the excimer which leads to dehalogenation. Luminescence spectroscopy,

kinetic studies, and singlet and triplet quenching studies have supported this mechanism.7

Although the excimer intermediate leads to dehalogenation, additional studies

have shown that the presence of an electron donor leads to enhanced rates for
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photodehalogenation. In the presence of an electron donor, the triplet haloarene forms an

electron-transfer intennediate complex (an exciplex) consisting of the radical anion of the

aromatic halide and the radical cation of the electron donor.7' A molecular orbital

scheme of this process is given in Figure 6.2. Similar to the case of excimer formation

described above, the aromatic halide first absorbs a quantum of light which excites an

electron in its HOMO into its LUMO. Depending on the rate of intersystem crossing,

the excited state singlet may convert into an excited state triplet before reacting further.

The excited state triplet of the aromatic halide then receives an electron from the electron

donor into its (ground state) HOMO forming the exciplex intermediate. The exciplex

intermediate then proceeds onto products often through cleavage of a carbon halide bond

giving an aryl radical and a halogen anion. Comparison of product regiochemistry from

photodehalogenation in the presence of an electron donor with that of

photodehalogenation without an electron donor, and simple chemical reduction support

the exciplex mechanism.7

If the ultimate goal of the photodegradation of aromatic halides is to develop a

process which uses light from the sun, then the excimer or exciplex intermediate must be

formed by absorption of light that is between 300 and 800 nm in wavelength. However,

some mono and dihalogenated aromatic compounds do not absorb light within the

sunlight range. In these instances, excimer or exciplex formation through the processes

described above is no longer viable. On the other hand, if an electron donor is able to

absorb a photon in the sunlight range, then its excited state may be able to transfer an

electron directly into the LUMO of the aromatic halide and form a similar exciplex

intermediate to that mentioned above (molecular orbital scheme in Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.2 Molecular orbital sketch of the standard exciplex mechanism
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Investigation of the formation of an exciplex intermediate through the excited electron

donor path is the focus of this chapter.

(LUMO)
hv

intersystem 4 \

(HOMO)
+1-

crossing
excitation

D D*l D*3

+
ArX

electron transferii
ArX'--- D

exciplex

Figure 6.3 Molecular orbital representation of exciplex formation from a
photo-excited electron donor

DISCUSSION

A more complete mechanism for exciplex formation from photo-excitation of the

electron donor is shown in Figure 6.4. This scheme includes the possible decay routes

such as decay of the excited singlet state of the electron donor back to the ground state

(kSd), and non-product forming degeneration of the exciplex (kb). In the event of product

formation, this mechanism could be tested through a Stern-Volmer analysis. First, if the
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Figure 6.4 Exciplex formation through a photo-excited electron
donor

reaction proceeds primarily through the electron transfer from the excited singlet state of

the electron donor (kex[ArXI>>kisc), then the quantum yield (*1) for product formation

is given in equation 6.1, which can be simplified to equation 6.2 where F is the fraction

of exciplex going to product over product formation plus non-product forming

degeneration [kr/(kr+kb)]. Similarly, if kisc>>kex[ArX] and electron transfer proceeds

primarily from the excited triplet state of the electron donor, then the quantum yield

for product formation is given is equation 6.3. For either singlet or triplet state electron

transfer, a linear double reciprocal plot of 1/1 versus the inverse of the starting

concentration of aryl halide (equations 6.4 and 6.5) would indicate exciplex formation. If

there is a competition of singlet and triplet state electron transfer then a double reciprocal

plot would not necessarily be linear, but may possess linear regions.
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For the purpose of the study of the exciplex intermediate formed through photo-

excitation of the electron donor, ortho-dichlorobenzene, which absorbs light X <290 nm,

was selected as the aromatic halide. As an electron donor, N,N-dimethylaniline has been

used previously in the photodecomposition of chlorobenzene, bromobenzene,

dihaloanthracenes, and chlorinated biphenyls. In the case of chlorinated biphenyls,

Bunce and Gallacher12 used N,N-dimethylaniline as the light absorbing element because

it absorbs light at X = 300-350 nm. Therefore, N,N-dimethylaniline was the first electron

donor selected for this study.
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A solution of N,N-dimethylaniline and ortho-dichlorobenzene in acetonitrile was

subjected to photolysis with a 275 Watt Westinghouse sunlamp. Glass phototubes were

used as a filter to guarantee that no stray light hv <300 nm was present. In addition, half

of the photolysis solution was degassed on a high vacuum line to eliminate atmospheric

oxygen. The photolyses produced the dehalogenated product of ortho-dichlorobenzene,

chlorobenzene. Double reciprocal plots of the degassed and non-degassed photolysis of

N,N-dimethylaniline in the presence of ortho-dichlorobenzene are shown in Figure 6.5.

The linearity of both plots implies the presence of the exciplex intermediate. Given that

atmospheric oxygen is known to rapidly quench the excited triplet state of most

molecules, the non-degassed solutions presumably produce dehalogenated product

through the excited singlet state of N,N-dimethylaniline. The degassed solutions

displayed a higher quantum yield than the non-degassed solutions, indicating that

reaction in the degassed solutions proceeded primarily through the triplet state.

Although the above data suggests that N,N-dimethylaniline is able to form an

exciplex intermediate which leads to the dehalogenation of ortho-dichlorobenzene, its

toxicity prevents it from being an ideal candidate for large scale application in the clean-

up of halogenated aromatic compounds. Additional electron donors which absorb light in

the sunlight range, namely phenothiazine (X = 280-390 nm), aminopyrazine (A = 265-350

nm), and 1,4-dimethoxynaphthalene (X = 230-350 nm), were photolyzed with ortho-

dichlorobenzene in degassed and non-degassed acetonitrile solutions. Unfortunately,

none of these solutions lead to dehalogenation of ortho-dichlorobenzene.

For a given electron acceptor in a non-photoinitiated electron transfer reaction, the

energy required for electron transfer is directly related to the ionization energy of the
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electron donor. In the case of a photo-excited electron donor, the energy required for

electron transfer is reduced by the energy difference between the ground state and the

excited state (E00). N,N-dimethylaniline has an ionization energy of -69O kJ/mol and

singlet and triplet excitation energies of 362 and 317 kJ/mol respectively. Phenothiazine,

on the other hand, has an ionization energy of -65O kJ/mol and singlet and triplet

excitation energies of 323 and 253 kJ/mol respectively. Although the excitation energies

for 1,4-dimethoxynaphthalene'3 and aminopyrazine are not as well known as those for

phenothiazine and N,N-dimethylaniline, from the lack of product formation, it is clear

that their excitation energies are too low to form an exciplex intermediate with ortho-

dichlorobenzene. In short, although the additional bases absorb light within the sunlight

range, they lack sufficient energy to transfer an electron to ortho-dichlorobenzene. In a

similar study of the pt-iotolysis a series of aromatic amines in the presence of 4-

chiorobiphenyl, Bunce and Gallacher12 arrived at the same conclusion. Therefore, the

study of an exciplex intermediate formed through the photo-excitation of an electron

donor using a sunlamp was abandoned.
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EXPERIMENTAL

General procedure for photolysis

Photolysis solutions (1 ml) containing 0.005 M of the electron donor, 0.00IM

dodecane (as an internal standard), and 0.00 1 to 0.005 M ortho-dichlorobenzene were

placed in glass phototubes (Pyrex glass, 170 mm x 15 mm). Each tube was fitted with a

screw top equipped with a nylon adapter bushing containing a Pyrex glass sliding stopper

valve. The degassed samples were subjected to three to four freeze-pump-thaw cycles

and sealed under vacuum. The tubes were then irradiated for two minutes in a 1 ft. by 2

ft. photolysis box equipped with a 275 Watt Westinghouse sunlamp, a cooling fan, and a

merry-go-round rotary mechanism. Quantum yields were determined by using the

azoxybenzene actinometer.'4

Product analysis

The photolysis mixtures were analyzed on a Varian 3300 gas chromatograph (30

m SE-54 capillary column, injector 250° C, detector 300° C, column ramped from 55° C

to 175° C at 20° C per minute, then to 225° C at 25° C per minute, and held at 225° C for

10 mm.) using helium as a carrier gas. The solution components were identified by

comparing retention times with those of commercially obtained authentic samples. The

internal standard (dodecane) was used to determine product yield.
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SUMMARY
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The ability to predict the outcome of a chemical reaction is what determines the

usefulness of that reaction. Knowing the amount of energy necessary for a reaction to

take place, or the stability of the products, or the mechanism by which reaction takes

places assists in being able to predict a reaction's result. In this thesis, the various

organic intermediates have been examined. In chapter 2, the large stability of non-

classical deltacyclyl cation over isodeltacyclyl cation and classical deltacyclyl cation

largely determined the products that were seen from solvolysis reactions of the precursor

acetates. In addition, the increased stability of non-classical deltacyclyl cation

demonstrated the extents to which a strained ring system could go to accommodate

electronic delocalization. Similarly, in chapter 3, the classification of some polycyclic

intermediates as homoaromatic and others as not homoaromatic illustrates the wide

variety of stable structures that organic molecules can assume. In chapters 4 and 5, the

source of one radical intermediate's stability over another was closely examined,

expanding our knowledge of the stabilizing effect of cyclopropane rings on organic

radicals. In chapter 6, the study of a radical anion-radical cation intermediate complex

revealed that although the exciplex intermediate could be formed under certain

conditions, the conditions necessary for its formation were unpractical. The study of all

of these intermediates increased our understanding of mechanisms in organic chemistry,

and, therefore, increased our ability to predict chemical reactivity. The continued study

of organic intermediates is vital to the understanding of organic chemistry as a whole.
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